
“Personality Theories”.

In Section 1 of this course you will cover these topics:
What Is Personality?

Sigmund Freud

Carl Jung

Alfred Adler
Topic : What Is Personality?

Topic Objective:

Definition/Overview:

Personality: Personality psychology studies personality based on theories of individual

differences. One emphasis in this area is to construct a coherent picture of a person and his or

her major psychological processes. Another emphasis views personality as the study of

individual differences, in other words, how people differ from each other. A third area of

emphasis examines human nature and how all people are similar to one other. These three

viewpoints merge together in the study of personality.

Key Points:

1. Personality

Personality can be defined as a dynamic and organized set of characteristics possessed by a

person that uniquely influences his or her cognitions, motivations, and behaviors in various

situations. The word "personality" originates from the Latin persona, which means mask.

Significantly, in the theatre of the ancient Latin-speaking world, the mask was not used as a

plot device to disguise the identity of a character, but rather was a convention employed to

represent or typify that character. The pioneering American psychologist, Gordon Allport

described two major ways to study personality, the nomothetic and the idiographic.

Nomothetic psychology seeks general laws that can be applied to many different people,

such as the principle of self-actualization, or the trait of extraversion. Idiographic psychology

is an attempt to understand the unique aspects of a particular individual. The study of

personality has a rich and varied history in psychology, with an abundance of theoretical

traditions. Some psychologists have taken a highly scientific approach, whereas others have
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focused their attention on theory development. There is also a substantial emphasis on the

applied field of personality testing with people.

Many of the ideas developed by the historical and modern Personality Theorists stem from

basic philosophical assumptions they hold. A good textbook for understanding basic

assumptions behind personality theories is Hjelle and Ziegler - this book is now out of print,

but similar views are articulated by Ryckman . Psychology is not a purely empirical

discipline, as it brings in elements of art, science, and philosophy to draw general

conclusions. The following five categories are some of the most fundamental philosophical

assumptions where theorists disagree:

2. Freedom versus Determinism

The debate over whether we have control over our own behavior and understand the motives

behind it (Freedom), or if our behavior is basically determined by some other force over

which we might not have control (Determinism).

3. Heredity versus Environment

Personality is thought to be determined largely by either genetics and/or heredity, or by

environment and experiences, or both. There is evidence for all possibilities. Ruth Benedict

was one of the leading anthropologists that studied the impact of one's culture on the

personality and behavioural traits of the individual. Personality psychology studies

personality based on theories of individual differences. One emphasis in this area is to

construct a coherent picture of a person and his or her major psychological processes .

Another emphasis views personality as the study of individual differences, in other words,

how people differ from each other. A third area of emphasis examines human nature and how

all people are similar to one other. These three viewpoints merge together in the study of

personality.

Personality can be defined as a dynamic and organized set of characteristics possessed by a

person that uniquely influences his or her cognitions, motivations, and behaviors in various

situations. The word "personality" originates from the Latin persona, which means mask.

Significantly, in the theatre of the ancient Latin-speaking world, the mask was not used as a

plot device to disguise the identity of a character, but rather was a convention employed to

represent or typify that character.
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The pioneering American psychologist, Gordon Allport described two major ways to study

personality, the nomothetic and the idiographic. Nomothetic psychology seeks general laws

that can be applied to many different people, such as the principle of self-actualization, or the

trait of extraversion. Idiographic psychology is an attempt to understand the unique aspects of

a particular individual. The study of personality has a rich and varied history in psychology,

with an abundance of theoretical traditions. Some psychologists have taken a highly scientific

approach, whereas others have focused their attention on theory development. There is also a

substantial emphasis on the applied field of personality testing with people.

4. Optimistic versus Pessimistic

Finally, whether or not we can alter our personalities (Optimistic) or if they remain the same

throughout our whole lives (Pessimistic).

 Optimistic=looking at the present & future with hope.

 Pessimistic=looking at the present & future without hope.

Personality can be defined as a dynamic and organized set of characteristics possessed by a

person that uniquely influences his or her cognitions, motivations, and behaviors in various

situations.

5. Psychoanalytic Theory of personality

In Freuds Psychoanalytic Theory of personality, human psychological make-up comprises

three structural components-id,ego, and super ego.

5.1.Id

The id, represents the instinctual core of the person, is irrational, impulsive and obedient

to the pleasure principle. It consists of everything psychologically that is inherited and

present at the time of birth. Id represents a storehouse of all instincts, containing in its

dark depths all wishes, desires that unconsciously direct, and determine our behavior. Id

is largely childish, irrational, never satisfied, demanding, and destructive of others. But id

is the foundation upon which all other parts of personality are erected. Reflex actions and

primary process thinking are used by the id in obtaining gratification of instinctual urges.
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Attempts to discharge a tension by forming a mental image of desirable means of

releasing the tension. But this kind of tension release is temporary and mental and would

not satisfy the real need. II) Reflex Actions: The rendition release is reflected in the

behavior of individual such as blinking of eyes, eyebrows, rubbing the cheeks, etc.

Id is instictive, often unconscious and unrecognized and is unaffected by socially or

culturally determined restrictions. Id basically represents an individuals natural urges and

feelings.

5.2.Ego

The ego represents the rational component of personality and governed by the reality

principle. Its, through secondary production thinking is to provide the individual with a

suitable planed of action in order to satisfy the demands of the id within the restrictions of

the social world and the individuals conscience. Ego constantly works to keep a healthy

psychology balance between ids impulsive demand and superegos restrictive guidance.

Ego is rational master. The ego is said to be the executive part of the personality because

it controls the gateway to action, selects the features of the environment to which it will

respond and decides which insticts will be satsisfied. Ego performs its tasks by

5.3.Super Ego

The super ego, the final structure developed represents the moral breach of personality.

As child grows and absorbs parental and cultural attitudes and values he develops a

superego. It is also labeled as ego-ideal tat tells an individual what is acceptable.

Superego is the moral segment of the human personality. The primary concern of super is

to determine whether the action proposed by ego is right or wrong so that the individual

acts in accordance with the values and standards of the society.

The superego, in some respects is the antithesis of Freudian Theory of personality. The

instinctual drives of id a superego are constantly battling each other and seeking to break

out of bonds of reason the ego. As a person becomes torn between these conflicts. A

friction develops and results in anxiety, an ominous feeling that all is not well. Anxiety

creates tension and as such a person resorts to defensive mechanism in order to reduce

tension. This defense mechanism may be Aggression, repression, rationalization, reaction,

projection and introjections.
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Critics of personality theory claim that personality is "plastic" across time, places, moods,

and situations. Changes in personality may indeed result from diet (or lack thereof),

medical effects, significant events, or learning. However, most personality theories

emphasize stability over fluctuation.

6. Trait theories

According to the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of the American Psychiatric Association,

personality traits are "enduring patterns of perceiving, relating to, and thinking about the

environment and oneself that are exhibited in a wide range of social and personal contexts."

Theorists generally assume that a) traits are relatively stable over time, b) traits differ among

individuals (e.g. some people are outgoing while others are shy), and c) traits influence

behavior. The most common models of traits incorporate three to five broad dimensions or

factors. The least controversial dimension, observed as far back as the ancient Greeks, is

simply extraversion vs. introversion (outgoing and physical-stimulation-oriented vs. quiet and

physical-stimulation-averse).

 Gordon Allport delineated different kinds of traits, which he also called dispositions. Central

traits are basic to an individual's personality, while secondary traits are more peripheral.

Common traits are those recognized within a culture and thus may vary from culture to

culture. Cardinal traits are those by which an individual may be strongly recognized.

 Raymond Cattell's research propagated a two-tiered personality structure with sixteen

"primary factors" (16 Personality Factors) and five "secondary factors."

 Hans Eysenck, who believed that just three traits - extraversion, neuroticism and

psychoticism - were sufficient to describe human personality. Differences between Cattell

and Eysenck emerged due to preferences for different forms of factor analysis, with Cattell

using oblique, Eysenck orthogonal, rotation to analyse the factors that emerged when

personality questionnaires were subjected to statistical analysis. Today, the Big Five factors

have the weight of a considerable amount of empirical research behind them. Building on the

work of Cattell and others.

 Lewis Goldberg proposed a five-dimension personality model, nicknamed the "Big Five":

o Extraversion - outgoing and stimulation-oriented vs. quiet and stimulation-avoiding

o Neuroticism - emotionally reactive, prone to negative emotions vs. calm, imperturbable,

optimistic
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o Agreeableness - affable, friendly, conciliatory vs. aggressive, dominant, disagreeable

o Conscientiousness - dutiful, planful, and orderly vs. laidback, spontaneous, and unreliable

o Openness to experience - open to new ideas and change vs. traditional and oriented toward

routine

o For ease of remembrance, this can be written as either OCEAN or CANOE.

7. Trait models

Trait models have been criticized as being purely descriptive and offering little explanation of

the underlying causes of personality. Eysenck's theory, however, does propose biological

mechanisms as driving traits, and modern behavior genetics researchers have demonstrated a

clear genetic substrate to them. Another potential weakness with trait theories is that they

lead people to accept oversimplified classifications, or worse offer advice, based on a

superficial analysis of one's personality. Finally, trait models often underestimate the effect of

specific situations on people's behavior. It is important to remember that traits are statistical

generalizations that do not always correspond to an individual's behavior.

Example Case/Study:

Topic : Sigmund Freud

Topic Objective:

Key Points:

1. Freud Therapeutic Technique

Freud hoped that his research would provide a solid scientific basis for his therapeutic

technique. The goal of Freudian therapy, or psychoanalysis, was to bring to consciousness

repressed thoughts and feelings in order to free the patient from the suffering caused by the

repetitive return of distorted forms of these thoughts and feelings. According to some of his

successors, including his daughter Anna Freud, the goal of therapy is to allow the patient to

develop a stronger ego; according to others, notably Jacques Lacan, the goal of therapy is to

lead the analysand to a full acknowledgment of his or her inability to satisfy the most basic

desires.

Classically, the bringing of unconscious thoughts and feelings to consciousness is brought

about by encouraging the patient to talk in free association and to talk about dreams. Another

important element of psychoanalysis is a relative lack of direct involvement on the part of the

analyst, which is meant to encourage the patient to project thoughts and feelings onto the

analyst. Through this process, transference, the patient can reenact and resolve repressed
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conflicts, especially childhood conflicts with (or about) parents. The origin of Freud's early

work with psychoanalysis can be linked to Joseph Breuer. Freud actually credits Breuer with

the discovery of the psychoanalytical method. One case started this phenomenon that would

shape the field of psychology for decades to come, the case of Anna O. In 1880 a young girl

came to Breuer with symptoms of what was then called female hysteria. Anna O. was a

highly intelligent 21-year-old woman. She presented with symptoms such as paralysis of the

limbs, dissociation, and amnesia; today this set of symptoms is known as conversion disorder.

After many doctors had given up and accused Anna O. of faking her symptoms, Breuer

decided to treat her sympathetically, which he did with all of his patients. He started to hear

her mumble words during what he called states of absence. Eventually Breuer started to

recognize some of the words and wrote them down. He then hypnotized her and repeated the

words to her; Breuer found out that the words were associated with her father's illness and

death. In the early 1890s Freud used a form of treatment based on the one that Breuer had

described to him, modified by what he called his "pressure technique". The traditional story,

based on Freud's later accounts of this period, is that as a result of his use of this procedure

most of his patients in the mid-1890s reported early childhood sexual abuse. He believed

these stories, but after being heavily criticized for this belief and hearing a patient tell the

story about Freud's personal friend being a victimizer, Freud concluded that his patients were

fantasizing the abuse scenes.In 1896 Freud posited that the symptoms of 'hysteria' and

obsessional neurosis derived from unconscious memories of sexual abuse in infancy, and

claimed that he had uncovered such incidents for every single one of his current patients (one

third of whom were men). However a close reading of his papers and letters from this period

indicates that these patients did not report early childhood sexual abuse as he later claimed:

rather, he based his claims on analytically inferring the supposed incidents, using a procedure

that was heavily dependent on the symbolic interpretation of somatic symptoms.

2. Proponent of Cocaine

Freud was an early user and proponent of cocaine as a stimulant as well as analgesic. He

wrote several articles on the antidepressant qualitis of the drug and he was influenced by his

friend and confidant Wilhelm Fliess, who recommended cocaine for the treatment of the

"nasal reflex neurosis." Fliess operated on Freud and a number of Freud's patients whom he

believed to be suffering from the disorder, including Emma Eckstein, whose surgery proved

disastrous.. Freud felt that cocaine would work as a panacea for many disorders and wrote a

well-received paper, "On Coca," explaining its virtues. He prescribed it to his friend Ernst

von Fleischl-Marxow to help him overcome a morphine addiction he had acquired while
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treating a disease of the nervous system. Freud also recommended it to many of his close

family and friends. He narrowly missed out on obtaining scientific priority for discovering

cocaine's anesthetic properties (of which Freud was aware but on which he had not written

extensively), after Karl Koller, a colleague of Freud's in Vienna, presented a report to a

medical society in 1884 outlining the ways in which cocaine could be used for delicate eye

surgery. Freud was bruised by this, especially because this would turn out to be one of the

few safe uses of cocaine, as reports of addiction and overdose began to filter in from many

places in the world. Freud's medical reputation became somewhat tarnished because of this

early ambition. Furthermore, Freud's friend Fleischl-Marxow developed an acute case of

"cocaine psychosis" as a result of Freud's prescriptions and died a few years later. Freud felt

great regret over these events, which later biographers have dubbed "The Cocaine Incident.

However, he managed to move on, and even continued to use cocaine. Perhaps the most

significant contribution Freud made to Western thought were his arguments concerning the

importance of the unconscious mind in understanding conscious thought and behavior. The

western world overwhelmingly supported positivism up until Freud's time- the belief that

self-knowledge as well as self-control is possible. Freud, however, came up with a

revolutionary as well as controversial idea by declaring that people essentially have no free

will. As psychologist Jacques Van Rillaer, among others, pointed out, "contrary to what most

people believe, the unconscious was not discovered by Freud. In 1890, when psychoanalysis

was still unheard of, William James, in his monumental treatise on psychology, examined the

way Schopenhauer, von Hartmann, Janet, Binet and others had used the term 'unconscious'

and 'subconscious'". Boris Sidis, a Russian Jew who emigrated to the United States of

America in 1887, and studied under William James, wrote The Psychology of Suggestion: A

Research into the Subconscious Nature of Man and Society in 1898, followed by ten or more

works over the next twenty five years on similar topics to the works of Freud. Historian of

psychology Mark Altschule concluded, "It is difficult - or perhaps impossible - to find a

nineteenth-century psychologist or psychiatrist who did not recognize unconscious

cerebration as not only real but of the highest importance." Freud's advance was not, then, to

uncover the unconscious but to devise a method for systematically studying it, and his claims

about the dynamics and structure of the unconscious.

3. Royal Road to Unconscious

Freud called dreams the "royal road to the unconscious". By this, he meant that dreams

illustrate the "logic" of the unconscious mind. Freud developed his first topology of the

psyche in The Interpretation of Dreams in which he proposed the argument that the
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unconscious exists and described a method for gaining access to it. The preconscious was

described as a layer between conscious and unconscious thoughtthat which we could access

with a little effort. Thus, Freud argued against any attempts to repress the unconscious and

instead believed that it needed to be understood in order to achieve the ideals of the

Enlightenment, positivism and rationalism.One key factor in the operation of the unconscious

is "repression." Freud believed that many people "repress" painful memories deep into their

unconscious mind. Although Freud later attempted to find patterns of repression among his

patients in order to derive a general model of the mind, he also observed that repression

varies among individual patients. Freud also argued that the act of repression did not take

place within a person's consciousness. Thus, people are unaware of the fact that they have

buried memories or traumatic experiences.

Later, Freud distinguished between three concepts of the unconscious: the descriptive

unconscious, the dynamic unconscious, and the system unconscious. The descriptive

unconscious referred to all those features of mental life of which people are not subjectively

aware. The dynamic unconscious, a more specific construct, referred to mental processes and

contents which are defensively removed from consciousness as a result of conflicting

attitudes. The system unconscious denoted the idea that when mental processes are repressed,

they become organized by principles different from those of the conscious mind, such as

condensation and displacement.Eventually, Freud abandoned the idea of the system

unconscious, replacing it with the concept of the Ego, super-ego, and id (discussed below).

Throughout his career, however, he retained the descriptive and dynamic conceptions of the

unconscious.

Freud hoped to prove that his model was universally valid and thus turned to ancient

mythology and contemporary ethnography for comparative material. Freud named his new

theory the Oedipus complex after the famous Greek tragedy Oedipus Rex by Sophocles. "I

found in myself a constant love for my mother, and jealousy of my father. I now consider this

to be a universal event in childhood," Freud said. Freud sought to anchor this pattern of

development in the dynamics of the mind. Each stage is a progression into adult sexual

maturity, characterized by a strong ego and the ability to delay gratification He used the

Oedipus conflict to point out how much he believed that people desire incest and must

repress that desire. The Oedipus conflict was described as a state of psychosexual

development and awareness. He also turned to anthropological studies of totemism and

argued that totemism reflected a ritualized enactment of a tribal Oedipalconflict.
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4. Childhood Sexual Abuse

Freud originally posited childhood sexual abuse as a general explanation for the origin of

neuroses, but he abandoned this so-called "seduction theory" as insufficiently explanatory,

noting that he had found many cases in which apparent memories of childhood sexual abuse

were based more on imagination than on real events. During the late 1890s Freud, who never

abandoned his belief in the sexual etiology of neuroses, began to emphasize fantasies built

around the Oedipus complex as the primary cause of hysteria and other neurotic symptoms.

Despite this change in his explanatory model, Freud always recognized that some neurotics

had been sexually abused by their fathers, and was quite explicit about discussing several

patients whom he knew to have been abused.Freud also believed that the libido developed in

individuals by changing its object, a process codified by the concept of sublimation. He

argued that humans are born "polymorphously perverse", meaning that any number of objects

could be a source of pleasure. He further argued that, as humans develop, they become

fixated on different and specific objects through their stages of developmentfirst in the oral

stage (exemplified by an infant's pleasure in nursing), then in the anal stage (exemplified by a

toddler's pleasure in evacuating his or her bowels), then in the phallic stage. Freud argued that

children then passed through a stage in which they fixated on the mother as a sexual object

(known as the Oedipus Complex) but that the child eventually overcame and repressed this

desire because of its taboo nature.

5. Psychosexual Development

The repressive or dormant latency stage of psychosexual development preceded the sexually

mature genital stage of psychosexual development.Freud's way of interpretation has been

called phallocentric by many contemporary thinkers. This is because of, for Freud, the

unconscious desires for the phallus (penis). Males are afraid of losing their masculinity,

symbolized by the phallus, to another male. Females always desire to have a phallus - an

unfulfillable desire. Thus boys resent their fathers (fear of castration) and girls desire theirs.

In his later work, Freud proposed that the psyche could be divided into three parts: ego,

super-ego, and id. The id is known as the child-like portion of the psyche that is very

impulsive and only takes into account what it wants and disregards all consequences. The

super-ego is the moral code of the psyche that solely follows right and wrong and takes into

account no special circumstances in which the morally right thing may not be right for that

situation. Finally, the ego is the balance between the two. It is the part of the psyche that is,

usually, portrayed in the person's action, and after the super-ego and id are balanced, the ego

acts in a way that takes both impulses and morality into consideration.Freud discussed this
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structural model of the mind in the 1920 essay Beyond the Pleasure Principle, and fully

elaborated it in The Ego and theId , where he developed it as an alternative to his previous

topographic schema (conscious, unconscious, preconscious).

Freud acknowledges that his use of the term Id (or the It) derives from the writings of Georg

Grodeck. It is interesting to note that the term Id appears in the earliest writing of Boris Sidis,

attributed to William James, as early as 1898.Freud believed that humans were driven by two

conflicting central desires: the life drive (libido) (survival, propagation, hunger, thirst, and

sex) and the death drive (Thanatos). Freud's description of Cathexis, whose energy is known

as libido, included all creative, life-producing drives. The death drive (or death instinct),

whose energy is known as anticathexis, represented an urge inherent in all living things to

return to a state of calm: in other words, an inorganic or dead state. He recognized Thanatos

only in his later years and develops his theory on the death drive in Beyond the Pleasure

Principle. Freud approaches the paradox between the life drives and the death drives by

defining pleasure and unpleasure. According to Freud, unpleasure refers to stimulus that the

body receives. (For example, excessive friction on the skin's surface produces a burning

sensation; or, the bombardment of visual stimuli amidst rush hour traffic produces anxiety.)

Conversely, pleasure is a result of a decrease in stimuli (for example, a calm environment the

body enters after having been subjected to a hectic environment). If pleasure increases as

stimuli decreases, then the ultimate experience of pleasure for Freud would be zero stimulus,

or death. Given this proposition, Freud acknowledges the tendency for the unconscious to

repeat unpleasurable experiences in order to desensitize, or deaden, the body.

This compulsion to repeat unpleasurable experiences explains why traumatic nightmares

occur in dreams, as nightmares seem to contradict Freud's earlier conception of dreams

purely as a site of pleasure, fantasy, and desire. On the one hand, the life drives promote

survival by avoiding extreme unpleasure and any threat to life. On the other hand, the death

drive functions simultaneously toward extreme pleasure, which leads to death. Freud

addresses the conceptual dualities of pleasure and unpleasure, as well as sex/life and death, in

his discussions on masochism and sadomasochism. The tension between Eros and Thanatos

represents a revolution in his manner of thinking. Some also refer to the death instinct as the

Nirvana Principle. These ideas resemble aspects of the philosophies of Arthur Schopenhauer

and Friedrich Nietzsche. Schopenhauer's pessimistic philosophy, expounded in The World as

Will and Representation, describes a renunciation of the will to live that corresponds on many

levels with Freud's Death Drive. Similarly, the life drive clearly parallels much of Nietzsche's
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concept of the Dionysian in The Birth of Tragedy. However, Freud denied having been

acquainted with their writings before he formulated the groundwork of his own ideas.

Example Case/Study:

Topic : Carl Jung

Topic Objective:

Key Points:

1. Carl Jung

Rowland took Jung's advice seriously and set about seeking a personal spiritual experience.

He returned home to the United States and joined a Christian evangelical movement known

as the Oxford Group. He also told other alcoholics what Jung had told him about the

importance of a spiritual experience. One of the alcoholics he told was Ebby Thacher, a long-

time friend and drinking buddy of Bill Wilson, later co-founder of Alcoholics Anonymous

(AA). Thacher told Wilson about Jung's ideas. Wilson, who was finding it impossible to

maintain sobriety, was impressed and sought out his own spiritual experience. The influence

of Jung thus indirectly found its way into the formation of Alcoholics Anonymous, the

original 12-step program, and from there into the whole 12-step recovery movement,

although AA as a whole is not Jungian and Jung had no role in the formation of that approach

or the 12 steps.The above claims are documented in the letters of Carl Jung and Bill W.,

excerpts of which can be found in Pass It On, published by Alcoholics Anonymous. Although

the detail of this story is disputed by some historians, Jung himself made reference to its

substance -- including the Oxford Group participation of the individual in question -- in a talk

that was issued privately in 1954 as a transcript from shorthand taken by an attendee (Jung

reportedly approved the transcript), later recorded in Volume 18 of his Collected Works, The

Symbolic Life ("For instance, when a member of the Oxford Group comes to me in order to

get treatment, I say, 'You are in the Oxford Group; so long as you are there, you settle your

affair with the Oxford Group. I can't do it better than Jesus.'" Jung goes on to state that he has

seen similar cures among Catholics.

2. Early years

Carl Jung was born Karle Gustav II Jung in Kesswil, in the Swiss canton (or county) of

Thurgau, as the fourth but only surviving child of Paul Achilles Jung and Emilie Preiswerk.

His father was a poor rural pastor in the Swiss Reformed Church while his mother came from
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a wealthy and established Swiss family. When Jung was six months old his father was

appointed to a more prosperous parish in Laufen. Meanwhile, the tension between his parents

was growing. An eccentric and depressed woman, Emilie Jung spent much of the time in her

own separate bedroom, enthralled by the spirits that she said visited her at night. She left

Laufen for several months of hospitalization near Basel for an unknown physical ailment.

Young Carl Jung was taken by his father to live with Emilie Jung's unmarried sister in Basel,

but was later brought back to the pastor's residence. Emilie's continuing bouts of absence and

often depressed mood influenced her son's attitude towards women one of "innate

unreliability", a view that he later called the "handicap I started off with". After three years of

living in Laufen, Paul Jung requested a transfer and was called to Kleinhningen in 1879. The

relocation brought Emilie Jung in closer contact to her family and lifted her melancholy and

despondent mood.

A solitary and introverted child, Jung was convinced from childhood that he had two

personalities a modern Swiss citizen and a personality more at home in the eighteenth

century. "Personality Number 1", as he termed it, was a typical schoolboy living in the era of

the time, while "Personality Number 2" was a dignified, authoritative and influential man

from the past. Although Jung was close to both parents he was rather disappointed in his

father's academic approach to faith.

A number of childhood memories had made a life-long impression on him. As a boy he

carved a tiny mannequin into the end of the wooden ruler from his pupil's pencil case and

placed it inside the case. He then added a stone which he had painted into upper and lower

halves and hid the case in the attic. Periodically he would come back to the mannequin, often

bringing tiny sheets of paper with messages inscribed on them in his own secret language.

This ceremonial act, he later reflected, brought him a feeling of inner peace and security. In

later years he discovered that similarities existed in this memory and the totems of native

peoples like the collection of soul-stones near Arlesheim, or the tjurungas of Australia. This,

he concluded, was an unconscious ritual that he did not question or understand at the time,

but which was practiced in a strikingly similar way in faraway locations that he as a young

boy had no way of consciously knowing about. His findings on psychological archetypes and

the collective unconscious were inspired in part by this experience.

Shortly before the end of his first year at the Humanistisches Gymnasium in Basel, at age 12,

he was pushed to the ground by another boy so hard that he was for a moment unconscious.
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The thought then came to him that "now you won't have to go to school any more". From

then on, whenever he started off to school or began homework, he fainted. He remained at

home for the next six months until he overheard his father speaking worriedly to a visitor of

his future ability to support himself, as they suspected he had epilepsy. With little money in

the family, this brought the boy to reality and he realized the need for academic excellence.

He immediately went into his father's study and began poring over Latin grammar. He fainted

three times, but eventually he overcame the urge and did not faint again. This event, Jung

later recalled, "was when I learned what a neurosis is". Towards the end of his studies, a

reading of Krafft-Ebing persuaded him to specialize in psychiatric medicine.

In 1906, he published Studies in Word Association and later sent a copy of this book to

Sigmund Freud, after which a close friendship between these two men followed for some six

years (see section on Relationship with Freud). In 1912 Jung published Wandlungen und

Symbole der Libido (known in English as The Psychology of the Unconscious) resulting in a

theoretical divergence between him and Freud and consequently a break in their friendship,

both stating that the other was unable to admit he could possibly be wrong. After this falling-

out, Jung went through a pivotal and difficult psychological transformation, which was

exacerbated by news of the First World War. Henri Ellenberger called Jung's experience a

"creative illness" and compared it to Freud's period of what he called neurasthenia and

hysteria.

During World War I Jung was drafted as an army doctor and soon made commandant of an

internment camp for British officers and soldiers. (Swiss neutrality obliged the Swiss to

intern personnel from either side of the conflict who crossed their frontier to evade capture.)

Jung worked to improve the conditions for these soldiers stranded in neutral territory; he

encouraged them to attend university courses.

3. Later life

Following World War I, Jung became a worldwide traveler, facilitated by his wife's inherited

fortune as well as the funds he received through psychiatric fees, book sales, and honoraria.

He visited Northern Africa shortly after, and New Mexicoand Kenyain the mid-1920s. In

1938, he delivered the Terry Lectures, Psychology and Religion, at YaleUniversity. It was at

about this stage in his life that Jung visited India. His experience in Indialed him to become

fascinated and deeply involved with Hindu philosophy, helping him form key concepts,
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including integrating spirituality into daily life and appreciation of the unconscious. In 1903,

Jung had married Emma Rauschenbach, who came from one of the richest families in

Switzerland. They had five children: Agathe, Gret, Franz, Marianne, and Helene. The

marriage lasted until Emma's death in 1955, but he had more-or-less open relationships with

other women. The most well-known women with whom Jung is believed to have had

extramarital relationships were patient and friend Sabina Spielrein and Toni Wolff. Jung

continued to publish books until the end of his life, including a work showing his late interest

in reports of flying saucers. He also enjoyed a friendship with an English Roman Catholic

priest, Father Victor White, who corresponded with Jung after he had published his

controversial Answer to Job.

Jung's work on himself and his patients convinced him that life has a spiritual purpose

beyond material goals. Our main task, he believed, is to discover and fulfill our deep innate

potential, much as the acorn contains the potential to become the oak, or the caterpillar to

become the butterfly. Based on his study of Christianity, Hinduism, Buddhism, Gnosticism,

Taoism, and other traditions, Jung perceived that this journey of transformation is at the

mystical heart of all religions. It is a journey to meet the self and at the same time to meet the

Divine. Unlike Sigmund Freud, Jung thought spiritual experience was essential to our well-

being. Jung died in 1961 in Ksnacht, after a short illness.

4. Relationship with Freud

Jung was thirty when he sent his Studies in Word Association to Sigmund Freud in Vienna.

The first conversation between Jung and Freud lasted over 13 hours. Six months later, the

then 50 year-old Freud reciprocated by sending a collection of his latest published essays to

Jung in Zrich, which marked the beginning of an intense correspondence and collaboration

that lasted more than six years and ended in May 1910. At this time Jung resigned as the

chairman of the International Psychoanalytical Association.

Today Jung's and Freud's theories influence different schools of psychiatry, but, more

important, they influenced each other during intellectually formative years of their lives. In

1906 psychoanalysis as an institution was still in its early developmental stages. Jung, who

had become interested in psychiatry as a student by reading Psychopathia Sexualis by

Richard von Krafft-Ebing, professor in Vienna, now worked as a doctor under the

psychiatrist Eugen Bleuler in the Burghlzli and became familiar with Freud's idea of the
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unconscious through Freud's The Interpretation of Dreamsand was a proponent of the new

"psycho-analysis". At the time, Freud needed collaborators and pupils to validate and spread

his ideas. The Burghlzli was a renowned psychiatric clinic in Zrich at which Jung was an up-

and-coming young doctor whose research had already given him a worldwide reputation.

In 1908, Jung became editor of the newly founded Yearbook for Psychoanalytical and

Psychopathological Research. The following year, Jung traveled with Freud and Sandor

Ferenczi to the U.S.to spread the news of psychoanalysis and in 1910, Jung became

Chairman for Life of the International Psychoanalytical Association. While Jung worked on

his Wandlungen und Symbole der Libido (Psychology of the Unconscious), tensions grew

between Freud and Jung, due in a large part to their disagreements over the nature of libido

and religion. In 1912 these tensions came to a peak because Jung felt severely slighted after

Freud visited his colleague Ludwig Binswanger in Kreuzlingen without paying him a visit in

nearby Zrich, an incident Jung referred to as the Kreuzlingen gesture. Shortly thereafter, Jung

again traveled to the U.S.A.and gave the Fordham lectures, which were published as The

Theory of Psychoanalysis. While they contain some remarks on Jung's dissenting view on the

nature of libido, they represent largely a "psychoanalytical Jung" and not the theory Jung

became famous for in the following decades.

In November 1912, Jung and Freud met in Munichfor a meeting among prominent colleagues

to discuss psychoanalytical journals.. At a talk about a new psychoanalytic essay on

Amenhotep IV, Jung expressed his views on how it related to actual conflicts in the

psychoanalytic movement. While Jung spoke, Freud suddenly fainted and Jung carried him to

a couch.

Jung and Freud personally met for the last time in September 1913 for the Fourth

International Psychoanalytical Congress, also in Munich. Jung gave a talk on psychological

types, the introverted and the extraverted type, in analytical psychology. This constituted the

introduction of some of the key concepts which came to distinguish Jung's work from Freud's

in the next half century.

In the following years Jung experienced considerable isolation in his professional life,

exacerbated through World War I. His Seven Sermons to the Dead reprinted in his

autobiography Memories, Dreams, Reflections (see bibliography) can also be read as
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expression of the psychological conflicts which beset Jung around the age of 40 after the

break with Freud.

Jung's primary disagreement with Freud stemmed from their differing concepts of the

unconscious. Jung saw Freud's theory of the unconscious as incomplete and unnecessarily

negative. According to Jung (though not according to Freud), Freud conceived the

unconscious solely as a repository of repressed emotions and desires. Jung agreed with

Freud's model of the unconscious, what Jung called the 'personal unconscious,' but he also

proposed the existence of a second, far deeper form of the unconscious underlying the

personal one. This was the collective unconscious, where the archetypes themselves resided,

represented in mythology by a lake or other body of water, and in some cases a jug or other

container. Freud had actually mentioned a collective level of psychic functioning but saw it

primarily as an appendix to the rest of the psyche.

5. Travels

Jung's first trip outside of Europe was the 1909 conference at ClarkUniversity. The event was

planned by psychologist G. Stanley Hall and included 27 distinguished psychiatrists,

neurologists and psychologists. It represented a watershed in the acceptance of

psychoanalysis in North America. For Jung especially, the experience forged welcome links

with influential Americans. Jung returned to the United Statesthe next year for a brief visit,

and again for a six-week lecture series at Fordham University in 1912. He made a more

extensive trip westward in the winter of 1924-5, financed and organized by Fowler

McCormick and George Porter. Of particular value to Jung was a visit with chieftain

Mountain Lake at the Taos Pueblo in New Mexico.

Jung spoke at meetings of the Psycho-Medical Society in Londonin 1913 and 1914. His

travels were soon interrupted by the war, but his ideas continued to receive attention in

England primarily through the efforts of Constance Long. She translated and published the

first English volume of his collected writings and arranged for him to give a seminar in

Cornwall in 1920. Another seminar was held in 1923, this one organized by Helton Godwin

Baynes, and another in 1925.

In October 1925, Jung embarked on his most ambitious expedition, the "Bugishu

Psychological Expedition" to East Africa. He was accompanied by Peter Baynes and an
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American associate, George Beckwith. They became acquainted with an Englishwoman

named Ruth Bailey on the ship, and she joined their safari a few weeks later. The group

traveled through Kenyaand Uganda to the slopes of Mount Elgon, where Jung hoped to

increase his understanding of "primitive psychology" through conversations with the

culturally-isolated residents of that area. He was later to conclude that the major insights he

had gleaned had to do with him and the European psychology in which he had been raised.

After Jung's 1925 trip to the United States he did not return there until 1936, when he gave

lectures in New York and New England for his growing group of American followers. He

came to Americaonly once more, in 1937. He left Zurich again in December 1937 for an

extensive tour of India with Fowler McCormick. In Indiahe felt himself "under the direct

influence of a foreign culture" for the first time. His conversations in Africa had been strictly

limited by the language barrier, but in Indiahe was able to converse extensively.

Unfortunately, he became seriously ill on this trip and endured two weeks of delirium in a

Calcutta hospital. After 1938 his travels were confined to Europe.

6. Schools of Psychiatry

Today Jung's and Freud's theories influence different schools of psychiatry, but, more

importantly, they influenced each other during intellectually formative years of their lives. In

1906 psychoanalysis as an institution was still in its early developmental stages. Jung, who

had become interested in psychiatry as a student by reading Psychopathia Sexualis by

Richard von Krafft-Ebing, professor in Vienna, now worked as a doctor under the

psychiatrist Eugen Bleuler in the Burghlzli and became familiar with Freud's idea of the

unconscious through Freud's The Interpretation of Dreamsand was a proponent of the new

"psycho-analysis". At the time, Freud needed collaborators and pupils to validate and spread

his ideas. The Burghlzli was a renowned psychiatric clinic in Zrich at which Jung was an up-

and-coming young doctor whose researches had already given him a worldwide reputation.In

1908, Jung became editor of the newly founded Yearbook for Psychoanalytical and

Psychopathological Research. The following year, Jung traveled with Freud and Sandor

Ferenczi to the U.S. to spread the news of psychoanalysis and in 1910, Jung became

chairman for life of the International Psychoanalytical Association.

While Jung worked on his Wandlungen und Symbole der Libido (Psychology of the

Unconscious), tensions grew between Freud and Jung, due in a large part to their

disagreements over the nature of libido and religion. In 1912 these tensions came to a peak
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because Jung felt severely slighted after Freud visited his colleague Ludwig Binswanger in

Kreuzlingen without paying him a visit in nearby Zrich, an incident Jung referred to as the

Kreuzlingen gesture. Shortly thereafter, Jung again traveled to the U.S.A. and gave the

Fordham lectures, which were published as The Theory of Psychoanalysis, and while they

contain some remarks on Jung's dissenting view on the nature of libido, they represent largely

a "psychoanalytical Jung" and not the theory Jung became famous for in the following

decades.

In November 1912, Jung and Freud met in Munichfor a meeting among prominent colleagues

to discuss psychoanalytical journals.. At a talk about a new psychoanalytic essay on

Amenhotep IV, Jung expressed his views on how it related to actual conflicts in the

psychoanalytic movement. While Jung spoke, Freud suddenly fainted and Jung carried him to

a couch. Jung and Freud personally met for the last time in September 1913 for the Fourth

International Psychoanalytical Congress, also in Munich. Jung gave a talk on psychological

types, the introverted and the extraverted type, in analytical psychology. This constituted the

introduction of some of the key concepts which came to distinguish Jung's work from Freud's

in the next half century.In the following years Jung experienced considerable isolation in his

professional life, exacerbated through World War I. His Seven Sermons to the Dead reprinted

in his autobiography Memories, Dreams, Reflections (see bibliography) can also be read as

expression of the psychological conflicts which beset Jung around the age of forty after the

break with Freud.Jung's primary disagreement with Freud stemmed from their differing

concepts of the unconscious. Jung saw Freud's theory of the unconscious as incomplete and

unnecessarily negative. According to Jung (though not according to Freud), Freud conceived

the unconscious solely as a repository of repressed emotions and desires. Jung agreed with

Freud's model of the unconscious, what Jung called the 'personal unconscious,' but he also

proposed the existence of a second, far deeper form of the unconscious underlying the

personal one. This was the collective unconscious, where the archetypes themselves resided,

represented in mythology by a lake, or body of water, and in some cases a jug or other

container. Freud had actually mentioned a collective level of psychic functioning but saw it

primarily as an appendix to the rest of the psyche.
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Example Case/Study:

Topic : Alfred Adler

Topic Objective:

Key Points:

1. Alfred Adler

Adler emphasized the importance of equality in preventing various forms of

psychopathology, and espoused the development of social interest and democratic family

structures as the ideal ethos for raising children. His most famous concept is the inferiority

complex which speaks to the problem of self-esteem and its negative compensations (e.g.

sometimes producing a paradoxical superiority striving). His emphasis on power dynamics is

rooted in the philosophy of Nietzsche. Adler argued for holism, viewing the individual

holistically rather than reductively, the latter being the dominant lens for viewing human

psychology. Adler was also among the first in psychology to argue in favor of feminism

making the case that power dynamics between men and women (and associations with

masculinity and femininity) are crucial to understanding human psychology. Adler is

considered, along with Freud and Jung, to be one of the three founding figures of depth

psychology, which emphasizes the unconscious and psychodynamics.

2. Early life

Alfred Adler was the third child and second son of a Jewish grain merchant and his wife.

Early on, he developed rickets, which kept him from walking until he was four years old. He

almost died of pneumonia when he was five and it was at this age that he decided to be a

physician.

Alfred was an active, popular child and an average student who was also known for his

competitive attitude toward his older brother, Sigmund. In 1895 he received a medical degree

from the University of Vienna. During his college years, he became attached to a group of

socialist students, among which he found his wife-to-be, Raissa Timofeyewna Epstein, an

intellectual and social activist from Russiastudying in Vienna. They married in 1897 and had

four children, two of whom became psychiatrists.
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He began his medical career as an ophthalmologist, but he soon switched to general practice,

and established his office in a lower-class part of Vienna, across from the Prater, a

combination amusement park and circus. His clients included circus people, and it has been

suggested that the unusual strengths and weaknesses of the performers led to his insights into

"organ inferiorities" and "compensation".

3. Adler and Freud

In 1901 Adler received a letter from Sigmund Freud inviting him to join an informal

discussion group that included Rudolf Reitler, and Wilhelm Stekel. They met regularly on

Wednesday evenings at Freud's home with membership expanding over time. This group was

the beginning of the psychoanalytic movement. A long serving member of the group, Adler

became President of the Vienna Psychoanalytic Society eight years later. He remained a

member of the Society until 1911 when he and a group of supporters formally disengaged,

the first of the great dissenters from Freudian psychoanalysis. This departure suited both

Freud and Adler since they had grown to dislike each other. During his association with

Freud, Adler frequently maintained his own ideas which often diverged from Freud's. It is

commonly suggested that Adler was once "a pupil of Freud's", however this suggestion is a

myth; they were colleagues. In 1929 Adler showed a reporter with the New York Herald a

copy of the faded postcard that Freud had sent him in 1902. He wanted to prove that he had

never been a disciple of Freud's but rather that Freud had sought him out to share his ideas.

Adler founded the Society of Individual Psychology in 1912 after his break from the

psychoanalytic movement. Adler's group initially included some orthodox Nietzschean

adherents (who believed that Adler's ideas on power and inferiority were closer to Nietzsche

than were Freud's). Their enmity aside, Adler retained a lifelong admiration of Freud's ideas

on dreams and credited him for creating a scientific approach to their clinical utilization

Nevertheless, even with dream interpretation, Adler had his own theoretical and clinical

approach. The primary differences between Adler and Freud centered on Adler's contention

that the social realm (exteriority) is as important to psychology as is the internal realm

(interiority). The dynamics of power and compensation extend beyond sexuality and the

arena of gender and politics are important considerations that go beyond libido. Moreover,

Freud did not share Adler's socialist beliefs. Trotsky's biography mentions his having

discussions with Alfred Adler in Vienna.
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4. The Adlerian School

Following Adler's break from Freud, he enjoyed considerable success and celebrity in

building an independent school of psychotherapy and a unique personality theory. He

traveled and lectured for a period of 25 years promoting his socially oriented approach. His

intent was to build a movement that would rival, even supplant, others in psychology by

arguing for the holistic integrity of psychological well-being with that of social equality.

Adler's efforts were halted by World War I, during which he served as a doctor with the

Austrian Army. Post-war his influence increased greatly. In the 1930s, he established a

number of child guidance clinics. From 1921 onwards, he was a frequent lecturer in Europe

and the United States, becoming a visiting professor at ColumbiaUniversity in 1927. His

clinical treatment methods for adults were aimed at uncovering the hidden purpose of

symptoms using the therapeutic functions of insight and meaning.

Adler was concerned with the overcoming of the superiority/inferiority dynamic and was one

of the first psychotherapists to discard the analytic couch in favor of two chairs. This allows

the clinician and patient to sit together more or less as equals. Clinically, Adler's methods

were not limited to treatment after-the-fact but extend to the realm of prevention by

preempting future problems in the child. Prevention strategies include encouraging and

promoting social interest, belonging, and a cultural shift within families and communities that

leads to the eradication of pampering and neglect (especially corporal punishment). Adler's

popularity was related to the comparative optimism and comprehensibility of his ideas. He

often wrote for the lay public compared to Freud or Jung, whose writings tended to be

exclusively academic. Adler always retained a pragmatic approach that was task oriented.

These "Life tasks" are occupation/work, society/friendship, and love/sexuality. Their success

depends on co-operation. The tasks of life are not to be considered in isolation since, as Adler

famously commented, "they all throw cross-lights on one another.

5. Emigration and death

In 1932, after most of Adler's Austrian clinics were closed due to his Jewish heritage (he had

converted to Christianity) Adler left Austriafor a professorship at the Long Island College of

Medicine in the USA. Adler died from a heart attack in Aberdeen, Scotland during a lecture

tour in 1937. At the time it was a blow to the influence of his ideas although a number of

them were taken up by neo-Freudians. Through the work of Dreikurs in the United States and
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many other adherents worldwide, Adlerian ideas and approaches remain strong and viable

more than 70 years after Adler's death.

Around the world there are various organizations promoting Adler's orientation towards

mental and social well-being. These include the International Committee of Adlerian Summer

Schools and Institutes (ICASSI), the North American Society for Adlerian Psychology

(NASAP) and the International Association for Individual Psychology. Teaching institutes

and programs exist in Austria,Canada, England, Germany,Greece, Israel, Italy,Latvia,

Switzerland, the United States, Jamaica,Peru and Wales.

6. Basic principles

Adler was influenced by the mental construct ideas of the philosopher Hans Vaihinger (The

Philosophy of As If/Philosophie des Als Ob) and the literature of Dostoevsky. While still a

member of the Vienna Psychoanalytic Society he developed a theory of organic inferiority

and compensation that was the prototype for his later turn to phenomenology and the

development of his famous concept, the inferiority complex.

Adler was also influenced by the philosophies of Immanuel Kant, Friedrich Nietzsche,

Rudolf Virchow and the statesman Jan Smuts (who coined the term "holism"). Adler's

School, known as "Individual Psychology"an arcane reference to the Latin individuus

meaning indivisibility, a term intended to emphasize holismis both a social and community

psychology as well as a depth psychology. Adler was an early advocate in psychology for

prevention and emphasized the training of parents, teachers, social workers and so on in

democratic approaches that allow a child to exercise their power through reasoned decision

making whilst co-operating with others. He was a social idealist, and was known as a

socialist in his early years of association with psychoanalysis. His allegiance to Marxism

dissipated over time (he retained Marx's social idealism yet distanced himself from Marx's

economic theories).

Adler was a very pragmatic man and believed that lay people could make practical use of the

insights of psychology. He sought to construct a social movement united under the principles

of "Gemeinschaftsgefuehl" (community feeling) and social interest (the practical actions that

are exercised for the social good). Adler was also an early supporter of feminism in

psychology and the social world believing that feelings of superiority and inferiority were
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often gendered and expressed symptomatically in characteristic masculine and feminine

styles. These styles could form the basis of psychic compensation and lead to mental health

difficulties. Adler also spoke of "safeguarding tendencies" and neurotic behavior long before

Anna Freud wrote about the same phenomena in her book The Ego and the Mechanisms of

Defense.

7. Adler's approach to personality

Adler's book, ber den nervsen Charakter (The Neurotic Character) defines his earlier key

ideas. He argued that human personality could be explained teleologically, separate strands

dominated by the guiding purpose of the individual's unconscious self ideal to convert

feelings of inferiority to superiority (or rather completeness). The desires of the self ideal

were countered by social and ethical demands. If the corrective factors were disregarded and

the individual over-compensated, then an inferiority complex would occur, fostering the

danger of the individual becoming egocentric, power-hungry and aggressive or worse.

Common therapeutic tools include the use of humor, historical instances, and paradoxical

injunctions.

8. Psychodynamics and teleology

Adler believed that human psychology is psychodynamic in nature yet unlike Freud's

metapsychology, which emphasizes instinctual demands, human psychology is guided by

goals and fuelled by a yet unknown creative force. Like Freud's instincts, Adler's fictive goals

are largely unconscious. These goals have a "teleological" function. Constructivist Adlerians,

influenced by neo-Kantian and Nietzschean ideas, view these "teleological" goals as

"fictions" in the sense that Hans Vaihinger spoke of (fictio). Usually there is a fictional final

goal which can be deciphered alongside of innumerable sub-goals. The inferiority /

superiority dynamic isconstantly at work through various forms of compensation and over-

compensation. For example, in anorexia nervosa the fictive final goal is to "be perfectly thin"

(overcompensation on the basis of a feeling of inferiority). Hence, the fictive final goal can

serve a persecutory function that is ever-present in subjectivity (though its trace springs are

usually unconscious). The end goal of being "thin" is fictive however since it can never be

subjectively achieved. Teleology serves another vital function for Adlerians. Chilon's "hora

telos" ("see the end, consider the consequences") provides for both healthy and maladaptive
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psychodynamics. Here we also find Adler's emphasis on personal responsibility in mentally

healthy subjects who seek their own and the social good.

9. Constructivism and metaphysics

The metaphysical thread of Adlerian theory does not problematise the notion of teleology

since concepts such as eternity (an ungraspable end where time ceases to exist) match the

religious aspects that are held in tandem. In contrast, the constructivist Adlerian threads

(either humanist/modernist or postmodern in variant) seek to raise insight of the force of

unconscious fictions - which carry all of the inevitability of 'fate' - so long as one does not

understand them. Here, 'teleology' itself is fictive yet experienced as quite real. This aspect of

Adler's theory is somewhat analogous to the principles developed in Rational Emotive

Behavior Therapy (REBT) and Cognitive Therapy (CT). Both Albert Ellis and Aaron T. Beck

credit Adler as a major precursor to REBT and CT. Ellis in particular was a member of the

North American Society for Adlerian Psychology and served as an editorial board member

for the Adlerian Journal Individual Psychology.

As a psychodynamic system, Adlerians excavate the past of a client/patient in order to alter

their future and increase integration into community in the 'here-and-now'. The 'here-and-

now' aspects are especially relevant to those Adlerians who emphasize humanism and/or

existentialism in their approaches.

10. Holism

Metaphysical Adlerians emphasise a spiritual holism in keeping with what Jan Smuts

articulated (Smuts coined the term "holism"), that is, the spiritual sense of one-ness that

holism usually implies (etymology of holism: from ὅλος holos, a Greek word meaning all,

entire, total) Smuts believed that evolution involves a progressive series of lesser wholes

integrating into larger ones. Whilst Smuts' text Holism and Evolution is thought to be a work

of science, it actually attempts to unify evolution with a higher metaphysical principle

(holism). The sense of connection and one-ness revered in various religious traditions (among

these, Baha'i, Chrisitanity, Judaism, Islam and Buddhism) finds a strong complement in

Adler's thought.
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The pragmatic and materialist aspects to contextualizing members of communities, the

construction of communities and the socio-historical-political forces that shape communities

matter a great deal when it comes to understanding an individual's psychological make-up

and functioning. This aspect of Adlerian psychology holds a high level of synergy with the

field of community psychology. However, Adlerian psychology, unlike community

psychology, is holistically concerned with both prevention and clinical treatment after-the-

fact. Hence, Adler cannot be considered the "first community psychologist", a discourse that

formalized in the decades following Adler's death. Adlerian psychology, Carl Jung's

Analytical Psychology, Gestalt Therapy and Karen Horney's psychodynamic approach are

holistic schools of psychology. These discourses eschew a reductive approach to

understanding human psychology and psychopathology.

11. Typology

Adler developed a scheme of the so called personality types. These 'types' are to be taken as

provisional or heuristic since he did not, in essence, believe in personality types. The danger

with typology is to lose sight of the individual's uniqueness and to gaze reductively, acts that

Adler opposed. Nevertheless, he intended to illustrate patterns that could denote a

characteristic governed under the overall style of life. Hence American Adlerians such as

Harold Mosak have made use of Adler's typology in this provisional sense:

 The Getting or Leaning type are those who selfishly take without giving back. These people

also tend to be anti-social and have low activity levels.

 The Avoiding types are those that hate being defeated. They may be successful, but have not

taken any risks getting there. They are likely to have low social contact in fear of rejection or

defeat in any way.

 The Ruling or Dominant type strive for power and are willing to manipulate situations and

people, anything to get their way. People of this type are also prone to anti-social behavior.

 The Socially Useful types are those who are very outgoing and very active. They have a lot of

social contact and strive to make changes for the good.

12. On birth order

Adler often emphasized one's birth order as having an influence on the Style of Life and the

strengths and weaknesses in one's psychological make up. Birth Order referred to the
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placement of siblings within the family. Adler believed that the firstborn child would be

loved and nurtured by the family until the arrival of a second child. This second child would

cause the first born to suffer feelings of dethronement, no longer being the center of attention.

Adler believed that in a three-child family, the oldest child would be the most likely to suffer

from neuroticism and substance addiction which he reasoned was a compensation for the

feelings of excessive responsibility "the weight of the world on one's shoulders" (e.g. having

to look after the younger ones) and the melancholic loss of that once supremely pampered

position. As a result, he predicted that this child was the most likely to end up in jail or an

asylum. Youngest children would tend to be overindulged, leading to poor social empathy.

Consequently, the middle child, who would experience neither dethronement nor

overindulgence, was most likely to develop into a successful individual yet also most likely

to be a rebel and to feel squeezed-out. Adler himself was the second in a family of six

children.

Adler never produced any scientific support for his interpretations on birth order roles. Yet

the value of the hypothesis was to extend the importance of siblings in marking the

psychology of the individual beyond Freud's more limited emphasis on the Mother and

Father. Hence, Adlerians spend time therapeutically mapping the influence that siblings (or

lack thereof) had on the psychology of their clients. The idiographic approach entails an

excavation of the phenomenology of one's birth order position for likely influence on the

subject's Style of Life. In sum, the subjective experiences of sibling positionality and inter-

relations are psychodynamically important for Adlerian therapists and personality theorists,

not the cookbook predictions that may or may not have been objectively true in Adler's time.

13. On homosexuality

Adler's ideas regarding non-heteronormative sexuality and various social forms of deviance

have long been controversial. Along with prostitution and criminality, Adler had classified

'homosexuals' as falling among the "failures of life". In 1917, he began his writings on

homosexuality with a 52 page brochure, and sporadically published more thoughts

throughout the rest of his life.

The Dutch psychiatrist Gerard J. M. van den Aardweg underlines how Alfred Adler came to

his conclusions for, in 1917, Adler believed that he had established a connection between

homosexuality and an inferiority complex towards one's own gender. This point of view
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differed from Freud's equally problematic contention that homosexuality is rooted in

narcissism or Jung's conservative views of inappropriate expressions of contrasexuality vis-a-

vis the archetypes of the Anima and Animus.

In contemporary Adlerian thought homosexuals are not considered within the problematic

discourse of the "failures of life". There is evidence that Adler may have been moving

towards abandoning the hypothesis. Towards the end of Adler's life, in the mid 1930s, his

opinion towards homosexuality began to shift. Elizabeth H. McDowell, a New York state

family social worker recalls undertaking supervision with Adler on a young man who was

"living in sin" with an older man in New York city. Adler asked her, "is he happy, would you

say"? "Oh yes", Elizabeth replied. Adler then stated, "Well, why don't we leave him alone).

On reflection, Elizabeth found this comment to contain "profound wisdom". In the 1930s the

common attitude and medical opinion was quite unanimous, homosexuality was considered a

moral failing and a mental disease. In 1973 the American Psychiatric Association de-listed

homosexuality as a mental disorder in their diagnostic nomenclature (DSM). Christopher

Shelley, an Adlerian psychotherapist, published a volume of essays in the 1990s that feature

Freudian, (post)Jungian and Adlerian contributions that demonstrate affirmative shifts in the

depth psychologies. These shifts show how depth psychology can be utilized to support rather

than pathologise gay and lesbian psychotherapy clients. The Journal of Individual

Psychology, the English language flagship publication of Adlerian Psychology, released a

volume in the summer of 2008 that reviews and corrects Adler's previously held beliefs on

the homosexual community.

Some believe that these attempts are placing inordinate emphasis on certain portions of the

writings of these early theorists to support the politics du jour of modern society. On the

whole, however, homosexual behavior was viewed as deviant within psychodynamic

theories.

14. On Parent education and prevention

Adler emphasized both treatment and prevention. As a psychodynamic psychology, Adlerians

emphasize the foundational importance of childhood in developing personality and any

tendency towards various forms of psychopathology. The best way to inoculate against what

are now termed "personality disorders" (what Adler had called the "neurotic character"), or a

tendency to various neurotic conditions (depression, anxiety, etc.), is to train a child to be and
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feel an equal part of the family. This entails developing a democratic character and the ability

to exercise power reasonably rather than through compensation. Hence Adler proselytized

against corporal punishment and cautioned parents to refrain from the twin evils of

pampering and neglect. The responsibility to the optimal development of the child is not

limited to the Mother or Father but to teachers and society more broadly. Adler argued

therefore that teachers, nurses, social workers, and so on require training in parent education

in order to complement the work of the family in fostering a democratic character. When a

child does not feel equal and is enacted upon (abused through pampering or neglect) they are

likely to develop inferiority or superiority complexes and various accompanying

compensation strategies. These strategies exact a social toll by seeding higher divorce rates,

the breakdown of the family, criminal tendencies and subjective suffering in the various

guises of psychopathology. Adlerians have long promoted parent education groups especially

those influenced by the famous Austrian/American Adlerian Rudolf Dreikurs.

15. Spirituality, ecology and community

In a late work Social Interest: A Challenge to Mankind Adlerturns to the subject of

metaphysics where he integrates Jan Smuts' evolutionary holism with the idea of teleology

and community: "sub specie aeternitatus". Unabashedly, he argues his vision of society:

"Social feeling means above all a struggle for a communal form that must be thought of as

eternally applicable... when humanity has attained its goal of perfection... an ideal society

amongst all mankind, the ultimate fulfillment of evolution. Adler follows this pronouncement

with a defense of metaphysics:

"I see no reason to be afraid of metaphysics; it has had a great influence on human life and

development. We are not blessed with the possession of absolute truth; on that account we are

compelled to form theories for ourselves about our future, about the results of our actions,

etc. Our idea of social feeling as the final form of humanity - of an imagined state in which

all the problems of life are solved and all our relations to the external world rightly adjusted -

is a regulative ideal, a goal that gives our direction. This goal of perfection must bear within

it the goal of an ideal community, because all that we value in life, all that endures and

continues to endure, is eternally the product of this social feeling.

This social feeling for Adler is Gemeinschaftsgefhl, a community feeling whereby one feels

he or she belongs with others and has also developed an ecological connection with nature
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(plants, animals, the crust of this earth) and the cosmos as a whole, sub specie aeternitatus.

Clearly, Adler himself had little problem with adopting a metaphysical and spiritual point of

view to support his theories. Yet his overall theoretical yield provides ample room for the

dialectical humanist (modernist) and separately the postmodernist to explain the significance

of community and ecology through differing lenses (even if Adlerians have not fully

considered how deeply divisive and contradictory these three threads of metaphysics,

modernism, and post modernism are).

Example Case/Study:

In Section 2 of this course you will cover these topics:
Karen Horney

Erik H. Erikson

Gordon Allport

Raymond B. Cattell And Hans J. Eysenck

Topic : Karen Horney

Topic Objective:

Key Points:

1. Early life

Horney was born Karen Danielsen on September 16, 1885 in Hamburg. Her father, Berndt

Wackels Danielson, was a ship's captain, an authoritarian, and religious (his children

nicknamed him "the Bible-thrower" for his actions). Her mother, Clotilde (known as "Sonni")

was very different, being much more urbane than Berndt. Horney's older brother was also

named Berndt, and Horney cared for him deeply. She also had four elder half-siblings from

her father's previous marriage.

Horney's childhood was marked by misperceptions. She once painted a picture of her father,

representing him as a cruel disciplinarian figure holding his son Berndt in higher regard than

herself. Instead of being offended or feeling indignation over Horney's perceptions of him,

her father bought her gifts and even took her for sea voyages on his boat. Despite this,

Horney always felt deprived of her father's affection instead becoming attached to her

mother.
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From roughly the age of nine Horney changed her perspective on life, becoming ambitious

and somewhat rebellious. She felt that she could not become pretty and instead decided to

vest her energies into her intellectual qualities -- stating her intentions despite the fact she

was seen by most as pretty. At this time she developed a crush on her older brother, who

became embarrassed by her attentions -- soon pushing her away. It was here Horney suffered

her first of several bouts of depression -- an issue that would plague her for the rest of her

life.

2. Education and youth

In 1904 Horney's parents divorced, her mother vacating their residence with both children.

The University of Freiburg was in fact one of the first institutions throughout Germany to

enroll women in medical courses -- with higher education only becoming available to women

in Germany in 1900. By 1908, Horney had transferred to the University of Gttingen, and

would transfer once more to the University of Berlin before her graduation in 1913.

It was during her time as a medical student that she met Oskar Horney, whom she married by

1909. The following year Horney gave birth to a daughter, Brigitte, who was to be the first of

three daughters. By this time Horney had refined her interests and was keen to pursue study

in the then pioneering pursuit of psychoanalysis. Horney's mother died in 1911, an event

which put much strain on the young Karen. Her marriage with Oskar proved compliant with

Freudian theory; he was just as authoritarian and strict with his children as Horney's own

father was with his. During these years, Horney was receptive to having her children raised in

this atmosphere; it was only later, during the 1920s, that her attitude towards child rearing

changed.

3. Career and works

In 1920 Horney took up a position within the Institute for Psychoanalysis in Berlin, where

she lectured on psychoanalysis for several years. Karl Abraham, a correspondent of Sigmund

Freud, regarded Karen Horney as an extensively gifted analyst and teacher of psychoanalysis.

By 1923, Oskar Horney's firm had become insolvent, with Oskar developing meningitis soon

thereafter. Oskar rapidly became embittered, morose and argumentative. It was also in 1923

that Karen's brother died of a pulmonary infection. Both these events contributed to a
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worsening of Karen's mental health. She entered into a second state of abject depression; she

swam out to sea during a vacation and considered committing suicide. In 1926, Karen and her

three daughters moved out of Oskar's house. Four years later, they immigrated to the United

States, eventually settling in Brooklyn. At the time, Brooklyn was home to a large intellectual

community; this was due in part to a high influx of Jewish refugees from Europe, particularly

Germany. It was in Brooklyn that Karen became friends with academics such as Erich

Fromm and Harry Stack Sullivan, at one point embarking on an intimate relationship with the

former, which ended bitterly.

Horney quickly set about establishing herself. Her first career posting in the United States

was as the Associate Director of the Chicago Institute for Psychoanalysis. It was while living

in Brooklyn that Horney developed and advanced her composite theories regarding neurosis

and personality, based on experiences gained from working in psychotherapy. In 1937 she

published the book The Neurotic Personality of Our Time, which had wide popular

readership. By 1941, Horney was Dean of the American Institute of Psychoanalysis, a

training institute for those who were interested in Horney's own organization, the Association

for the Advancement of Psychoanalysis. Horney founded this organization after becoming

dissatisfied with the generally strict, orthodox nature of the psychoanalytic community.

Horney's deviation from Freudian psychology led to her resigning from her post, and she

soon took up teaching in the New York Medical College. She also founded a journal, named

the American Journal of Psychoanalysis. She taught at the New YorkMedical Collegeand

continued practicing as a psychiatrist until her death in 1952.

4. Theory of neurosis

Horney looked at neurosis in a different light from other psychoanalysts of the time. Her

expansive interest in the subject led her to compile a detailed theory of neurosis, with data

from her patients. Horney believed neurosis to be a continuous process -- with neuroses

commonly occurring sporadically in one's lifetime. This was in contrast to the opinions of her

contemporaries who believed neurosis was, like more severe mental conditions, a negative

malfunction of the mind in response to external stimuli, such as bereavement, divorce or

negative experiences during childhood and adolescence.
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Horney believed these assumptions to be less important, except for influences during

childhood. Rather, she placed significant emphasis on parental indifference towards the child,

believing that a child's perception of events, as opposed to the parent's intentions, is the key

to understanding a person's neurosis. For instance, a child might feel a lack of warmth and

affection should a parent make fun of the child's feelings - thereby underestimating the

significance of the child's state. The parent may also casually neglect to fulfill promises,

which in turn could have a detrimental effect on the child's mental state.

From her experiences as a psychiatrist, Horney named ten patterns of neurotic needs. These

ten needs are based upon things which she thought all humans require to succeed in life.

Horney distorted these needs somewhat to correspond with what she believed were

individuals' neuroses. A neurotic person could theoretically exhibit all of these needs, though

in practice much fewer than the ten here need be present to constitute a person having a

neurosis. The ten needs, as set out by Horney, (classified according to her so-called coping

strategies) are as follows:

5. Moving Toward People

 The need for affection and approval; pleasing others and being liked by them.

 The need for a partner; one whom they can love and who will solve all problems.

6. Moving Against People

 The need for power; the ability to bend wills and achieve control over others -- while most

persons seek strength, the neurotic may be desperate for it.

 The need to exploit others; to get the better of them. To become manipulative, fostering the

belief that people are there simply to be used.

 The need for social recognition; prestige and limelight.

 The need for personal admiration; for both inner and outer qualities -- to be valued.

 The need for personal achievement; though virtually all persons wish to make achievements,

as with No. 3, the neurotic may be desperate for achievement.

7. Moving Away from People

 The need for self sufficiency and independence; while most desire some autonomy, the

neurotic may simply wish to discard other individuals entirely.
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 The need for perfection; while many are driven to perfect their lives in the form of well

being, the neurotic may display a fear of being slightly flawed.

 Lastly, the need to restrict life practices to within narrow borders; to live as inconspicuous a

life as possible.

8. Compliance

Needs one and two were assimilated into the "compliance" category. This category is seen as

a process of "moving towards people", or self-effacement. Under Horney's theory children

facing difficulties with parents often use this strategy. Fear of helplessness and abandonment

occurs -- phenomena Horney refers to as "basic anxiety". Those within the compliance

category tend to exhibit a need for affection and approval on the part of their peers. They may

also seek out a partner, somebody to confide in, fostering the belief that, in turn, all of life's

problems would be solved by the new cohort. A lack of demanding and a desire for

inconspicuousness both occur in these individuals.

9. Aggression

Secondly, neurotic persons may employ "aggression", also called the "moving against

people", or the "expansive" solution. Needs three, four, five, six, and seven comprise this

category: Neurotic children or adults within this category often exhibit anger or basic

hostility to those around them. That is, there is a need for power, a need for control and

exploitation, and maintenance of a facade of omnipotence. Manipulative qualities aside,

under Horney's assertions the aggressive individual may also wish for social recognition, not

necessarily in terms of limelight, but in terms of simply being known (perhaps feared) by

subordinates and peers alike. In addition, the individual has needs for a degree of personal

admiration by those within this person's social circle and, lastly, for raw personal

achievement. These characteristics comprise the "aggressive" neurotic type. Aggressive types

also tend to keep people away from them. On the other hand, they only care about their wants

and needs. They would do whatever they can to be happy and wouldn't desist from hurting

anyone. Others exist solely to serve the aggressive type and so, they should bow down to

them.
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10. Detachment

Thirdly and lastly, is "detachment". This category encompasses the final three needs, and

overlaps with the "compliance" trait. This neurotic trend is often labeled as the "moving-

away-from" or "resigning" solution or a detached personality. As neither aggression nor

compliance solve parental indifference, Horney recognized that children might simply try to

become self sufficient. The withdrawing neurotic may disregard others in a non-aggressive

manner, regarding solitude and independence as the way forth. The stringent needs for

perfection comprise another part of this category; those withdrawing may strive for perfection

above all else, to the point where being flawed is utterly unacceptable. Everything the

"detached" type does must be unassailable and refined. They suppress or deny all feelings

towards others, particularly love and hate.

11. Mature theory

Near the end of her career, Karen Horney summarized her ideas in Neurosis and Human

Growth: The Struggle Toward Self-Realization, her major work published in 1950. It is in

this book that she summarizes her ideas regarding neurosis, clarifying her three neurotic

"solutions" to the stresses of life. The expansive solution became a tripartite combination of

narcissistic, perfectionistic and arrogant-vindictive approaches to life. (Horney had

previously focused on the psychiatric concept of narcissism in a book published in 1939,

New Ways in Psychoanalysis). Her other two neurotic "solutions" were also a refinement of

her previous views: self-effacement, or submission to others, and resignation, or detachment

from others. She described case studies of symbiotic relationships between arrogant-

vindictive and self-effacing individuals, labeling such a relationship bordering on

sadomasochism as a morbid dependency. She believed that individuals in the neurotic

categories of narcissism and resignation were much less susceptible to such relationships of

co-dependency with an arrogant-vindictive neurotic.

As implied, while non-neurotic individuals may strive for these needs, neurotics exhibita

much deeper, more willful and concentrated desire to fulfill the said needs. Horney, together

with fellow psychoanalyst Alfred Adler, formed the Neo-Freudian discipline.
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12. Neo-Freudianism

While Horney acknowledged and agreed with Freud on many issues, she was also critical of

him on several key beliefs. Freud's notion of "penis envy" in particular was subject to

criticism by Horney.She thought Freud had merely stumbled upon women's jealousy of men's

generic power in the world. Horney accepted that penis envy might occur occasionally in

neurotic women, but stated that "womb envy" occurs just as much in men: Horney felt that

men were envious of a woman's ability to bear children. The degree to which men are driven

to success may be merely a substitute for the fact that they cannot carry, nurture and bear

children.

Horney was bewildered by psychiatrists' tendency to place so much emphasis on the male

sexual organ. Horney also reworked the Freudian Oedipal complex of the sexual elements,

claiming that the clinging to one parent and jealousy of the other was simply the result of

anxiety, caused by a disturbance in the parent-child relationship.

Despite these variances with the prevalent Freudian view, Horney strove to reformulate

Freudian thought, presenting a holistic, humanistic view on individual psyche which placed

much emphasis on cultural and social differences worldwide. She shared Abraham Maslow's

view that self-actualization is the ultimate pinnacle of human achievement.

13. Theory of the self

Through her views on the individual psyche, Horney postulated that the self is in fact the core

of one's own being and potential.Horney believed that if one has an accurate conception of

oneself, then one is free to realize one's potential and achieve what one wishes, within

reasonable boundaries. Thus, she believed that self-actualization is the healthy person's aim

through life -- as opposed to the neurotic's clinging to a set of key needs.

Horney believed that we have two views of ourselves. The "real self" and the "ideal self".

The real self is who and what we actually are. Examples would be parent, child, sister, etc.

The real self contains potential for growth, happiness, will power, realization of gifts, etc.

The real self has deficiencies that the neurotic does not like. The ideal self is the type of

person he feels that he should be and is used as a model to assist him in developing his

potential and achieving self-actualization.
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Self-actualization is something that individuals strive for. It is important to know the

differences between your ideal and real self. Since the neurotic person's self is split between

an idealized self and a corresponding despised self, individuals may feel that they somehow

lack living up to the ideals. They feel that there is a flaw somewhere in comparison to what

they "should" be. The goals set out by the neurotic are not realistic, or indeed possible. The

despised self, on the other hand, has the feeling that it is despised by those around them, and

assumes that this incarnation is its "true" self. Thus, the neurotic is like a clock's pendulum,

oscillating between a fallacious "perfection" and a manifestation of self-hate. Horney referred

to this phenomenon as the "tyranny of the shoulds" and the neurotic's hopeless "search for

glory".She concluded that these ingrained traits of the psyche forever prevent an individual's

potential from being actualized unless the cycle of neurosis is somehow broken, through

treatment or otherwise.

14. Feminine psychology

Horney was also a pioneer in the discipline of feminine psychiatry. As one of the first female

psychiatrists, she was the first of her gender to present a paper regarding feminine psychiatry.

The fourteen papers she wrote between 1922 and 1937 were amalgamated into a single

volume titled Feminine Psychology. As a woman, she felt that the mapping out of trends in

female behaviour was a neglected issue. In her essay entitled "The Problem of Feminine

Masochism" Horney felt she proved that cultures and societies worldwide encouraged women

to be dependent on men for their love, prestige, wealth, care and protection. She pointed out

that in the society, a will to please, satiate and overvalue men had emerged. Women were

regarded as objects of charm and beauty -- at variance with every human being's ultimate

purpose of self-actualization.

Women, according to Horney, traditionally gain value only through their children and the

wider family. She touched further on this subject in her essay "The Distrust Between the

Sexes" in which she compared the husband-wife relationship to a parent-child relationship --

one of misunderstanding and one which breeds detrimental neuroses. Most notably her work

"The Problem of the Monogamous Ideal" was fixed upon marriage, as were six other of

Horney's papers. Her essay "Maternal Conflicts" attempted to shed new light on the problems

women experience when raising adolescents.
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Horney believed that both men and women have a motive to be ingenious and productive.

Women are able to satisfy this need normally and interiorly -- to do this they become

pregnant and give birth. Men please this need only through external ways; Horney proposed

that the striking accomplishments of men in work or some other field can be viewed as

compensation for their inability to give birth to children.

Horney developed her ideas to the extent that she released one of the first "self-help" books in

1946, entitled Are You Considering Psychoanalysis?. The book asserted that those, both male

and female, with relatively minor neurotic problems could, in effect, be their own

psychiatrists. She continually stressed that self-awareness was a part of becoming a better,

stronger, richer human being.

15. Karen Horney Clinic

The Karen Horney Clinic opened on May 6, 1955 in New York City, in honor of Horney's

achievements. The institution seeks to research and train medical professionals, particularly

in the psychiatric fields, as well as serving as a low-cost treatment center.

Example Case/Study:

Topic : Erik H. Erikson

Topic Objective:

Definition/Overview:

Erik H. Erikson: Erik Homburger Erikson (June 15, 1902 May 12, 1994) was a Danish-

German-American developmental psychologist and psychoanalyst known for his theory on

social development of human beings. He may be most famous for coining the phrase identity

crisis. His son, Kai T. Erikson, is a noted American sociologist.

Key Points:

1. Early life

Born in Frankfurtto Danish parents, Erik Erikson's lifelong interest in the psychology of

identity may be traced to his childhood. He was born on June 15, 1902 as a result of his

mother's extramarital affair, and the circumstances of his birth were concealed from him in

his childhood. His mother, Karla Abrahamsen, came from a prominent Jewish family in
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Copenhagen, her mother Henrietta died when Karla was only 13. Abrahamsen's father, Josef,

was a merchant in dried goods. Karla's older brothers Einar, Nicolai, and Axel were active in

local Jewish charity and helped maintain a free soup kitchen for indigent Jewish immigrants

from Russia.

Since Karla Abrahamsen was officially married to Jewish stockbroker Waldemar Isidor

Salomonsen at the time, her son, born in Germany, was registered as Erik Salomonsen. There

is no more information about his biological father, except that he was a Dane and his given

name probably was Erik. It is also suggested that he was married at the time that Erikson was

conceived. Following her son's birth, Karla trained to be a nurse, moved to Karlsruhe and in

1904 married a Jewish pediatrician Theodor Homburger. In 1909 Erik Salomonsen became

Erik Homburger and in 1911 he was officially adopted by his stepfather.

The development of identity seems to have been one of his greatest concerns in Erikson's

own life as well as in his theory. During his childhood and early adulthood he was known as

Erik Homburger, and his parents kept the details of his birth a secret. He was a tall, blond,

blue-eyed boy who was raised in the Jewish religion. At temple school, the kids teased him

for being Nordic; at grammar school, they teased him for being Jewish.

2. Psychoanalytic experience and training

Erikson was a student and teacher of arts. While teaching at a private school in Vienna, he

became acquainted with Anna Freud, the daughter of Sigmund Freud. Erikson underwent

psychoanalysis, and the experience made him decide to become an analyst himself. He was

trained in psychoanalysis at the Vienna Psychoanalytic Institute and also studied the

Montessori method of education, which focused on child development.

3. North America

Following Eriksons graduation from the Vienna Psychoanalytic Institute in 1933, the Nazis

had just come to power in Germany, and he emigrated with his wife, first to Denmark and

then to the United States, where he became the first child psychoanalyst in Boston. Erikson

held positions at Massachusetts GeneralHospital, the JudgeBaker GuidanceCenter, and at

Harvards Medical School and Psychological Clinic, establishing a solid reputation as an

outstanding clinician.
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In 1936, Erikson accepted a position at Yale University, where he worked at the Institute of

Human Relations and taught at the Medical School. After spending a year observing children

on a Sioux reservation in South Dakota, he joined the faculty of the University of Californiaat

Berkeley, where he was affiliated with the Institute of Child Welfare, and opened a private

practice as well. While in California, Erikson also studied children of the Yurok Native

American tribe.

After publishing the book for which Erikson is best known, Childhood and Society, in 1950,

he left the University of California when professors there were asked to sign loyalty oaths. He

spent ten years working and teaching at the Austen RiggsCenter, a prominent psychiatric

treatment facility in Stockbridge, Massachusetts, where he worked with emotionally troubled

young people.

In the 1960s, Erikson returned to Harvard as a professor of human development and remained

at the university until his retirement in 1970. In 1973 the National Endowment for the

Humanities selected Erikson for the Jefferson Lecture, the U.S. federal government's highest

honor for achievement in the humanities. Erikson's lecture was entitled "Dimensions of a

New Identity."

4. Theories of development and the ego

Erikson's greatest innovation was to postulate not five stages of development, as Sigmund

Freud had done with his psychosexual stages, but eight. Erik Erikson believed that every

human being goes through a certain number of stages to reach his or her full development,

theorizing eight stages that a human being goes through from birth to death. (Childhood and

Society-Erik Erikson)Erikson elaborated Freud's genital stage into adolescence, and added

three stages of adulthood. His widow Joan Serson Erikson elaborated on his model before her

death, adding a ninth stage (old age) to it, taking into consideration the increasing life

expectancy in Western cultures. Erikson is also credited with being one of the originators of

Ego psychology, which stressed the role of the ego as being more than a servant of the id.

According to Erikson, the environment in which a child lived was crucial to providing

growth, adjustment, a source of self awareness and identity. His 1969 book Gandhi's Truth,

which focused more on his theory as applied to later phases in the life cycle, won Erikson a

Pulitzer Prize and a U.S. National Book Award.
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5. Erikson's theory of personality

Erikson was a Neo-Freudian. He has been described as an "ego psychologist" studying the

stages of development, spanning the entire lifespan. Each of Erikson's stages of psychosocial

development are marked by a conflict, for which successful resolution will result in a

favourable outcome, for example, trust vs. mistrust, and by an important event that this

conflict resolves itself around, for example, meaning of one's life.

Favourable outcomes of each stage are sometimes known as "virtues", a term used, in the

context of Eriksonian work, as it is applied to medicines, meaning "potencies." For example,

the virtue that would emerge from successful resolution. Oddly, and certainly counter-

intuitively, Erikson's research suggests that each individual must learn how to hold both

extremes of each specific life-stage challenge in tension with one another, not rejecting one

end of the tension or the other. Only when both extremes in a life-stage challenge are

understood and accepted as both required and useful, can the optimal virtue for that stage

surface. Thus, 'trust' and 'mis-trust' must both be understood and accepted, in order for

realistic 'hope' to emerge as a viable solution at the first stage. Similarly, 'integrity' and

'despair' must both be understood and embraced, in order for actionable 'wisdom' to emerge

as a viable solution at the last stage. The Erikson life-stage virtues, in the order of the stages

in which they may be acquired, are:

 Hope - Basic Trust vs. Mistrust - Infant stage. Does the child believe its caregivers to be

reliable?

 Will - Autonomy vs. Shame and Doubt - Toddler stage. Child needs to learn to explore the

world. Bad if the parent is too smothering or completely neglectful.

 Purpose - Initiative vs. Guilt - Kindergarten - Can the child plan or do things on his own, such

as dress him or herself. If "guilty" about making his or her own choices, the child will not

function well. Erikson has a positive outlook on this stage, saying that most guilt is quickly

compensated by a sense of accomplishment.

 Competence - Industry vs. Inferiority - Around age 6 to puberty. Child comparing self worth

to others (such as in a classroom environment). Child can recognise major disparities in

personal abilities relative to other children. Erikson places some emphasis on the teacher,

who should ensure that children do not feel inferior.

 Fidelity - Identity vs. Role Confusion - Teenager. Questioning of self. Who am I, how do I fit

in? Where am I going in life? Erikson believes that if the parents allow the child to explore,
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they will conclude their own identity. However, if the parents continually push him/her to

conform to their views, the teen will face identity confusion.

 Love (in intimate relationships, work and family) - Intimacy vs. Isolation - Young adult. Who

do I want to be with or date, what am I going to do with my life? Will I settle down? This

stage has begun to last longer as young adults choose to stay in school and not settle.

 Caring - Generativity vs. Stagnation - the Mid-life crisis. Measure accomplishments/failures.

Am I satisfied or not? The need to assist the younger generation. Stagnation is the feeling of

not having done anything to help the next generation.

 Wisdom - Ego Integrity vs. Despair - old age. Some handle death well. Some can be bitter,

unhappy, dissatisfied with what they accomplished or failed to accomplish within their life

time. They reflect on the past, and either conclude at satisfaction or despair.

On ego identity versus Role Confusion, ego identity enables each person to have a sense of

individuality, or as Erikson would say, "Ego identity, then, in its subjective aspect, is the

awareness of the fact that there is a self-sameness and continuity to the ego's synthesizing

methods and a continuity of one's meaning for others". Role Confusion however, is,

according to Barbara Engler in her book Personality Theories, "The inability to conceive of

oneself as a productive member of one's own society. This inability to conceive of oneself as

a productive member is a great danger; it can occur during adolescence when looking for an

occupation.

Example Case/Study:

Topic : Gordon Allport

Topic Objective:

Key Points:

1. Biography

Allport was born in Montezuma, Indiana, the youngest of four sons of John Edwards and

Nellie Edith (Wise) Allport. His early education was in the public schools of Cleveland,

Ohio, where his family moved when he was six years old. His father was a country doctor

with his clinic and hospital in the family home. Because of inadequate hospital facilities at

the time, Allport's father actually turned their home into a make-shift hospital, with patients
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as well as nurses residing there. Gordon Allport Allport and his brothers grew up surrounded

by their father's patients, nurses, and medical equipment, and he and his brothers often

assisted their father in the clinic. Allport reported that Tendingoffice, washing bottles, and

dealing with patients were important aspects of my early training.

Allport's mother was a former school teacher, who forcefully promoted her values of

intellectual development and religion. One of Allport's biographers states "He grew up not

only with the Protestant religion, but also the Protestant work ethic, which dominated his

home life." Gordon Allport Allport's father, who was Scottish, shared this outlook, and

operated by his own philosophy that Ifevery person worked as hard as he could and took only

the minimum financial return required by his families needs, then there would be just enough

wealth to go around.

Biographers describe Allport as a shy and studious boy who lived a fairly isolated childhood;

the young Allport was the subject of high-school mockery due to a birth defect that left him

with only eight toes. As a teenager, Allport developed and ran his own printing business,

while serving as editor of his high school newspaper. In 1915, he graduated second in his

class at GlenvilleHigh School at the age of eighteen. He earned a scholarship that allowed

him to attend Harvard College, where one of his older brothers, Floyd Henry Allport, was

working on his Ph.D. in Psychology

Moving to Harvard was a difficult transition for Allport because the moral values and climate

were so different from his home. However he earned his A.B. degree in 1919 in Philosophy

and Economics (not psychology). His interest in the convergence of social psychology and

personality psychology was evident in his use of his spare time at Harvard in social service:

conducting a boy's club in Boston, visiting for the Family Society, serving as a volunteer

probation officer, registering homes for war workers, and aiding foreign students.

Next he traveled to Robert College in Istanbul, Turkey (then, Constantinople, Greece), where

he taught Economics and Philosophy for a year, before returning to Harvard to pursue his

Ph.D. in Psychology on fellowship in 1920 (in addition to German, Allport remained partially

fluent in modern Greek throughout his life). His first publication, "Personality Traits: Their

Classification and Measurement" in 1921, was co-authored with his older brother, Floyd

Henry Allport, who became an important social psychologist. Allport earned his Master's
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degree in 1921, studying under Herbert S. Langfeld, and then his Ph.D. in 1922 working with

Hugo Mnsterberg.

Harvard then awarded Allport a coveted Sheldon Traveling Fellowship--"a second

intellectual dawn," as he later described it. He spent the first Sheldon year studying with the

newGestalt School--which fascinated him--in Berlin and Hamburg,Germany; and then the

second year at Cambridge University, England.

Then Allport returned to Harvard as an instructor in Psychology from 1924 to 1926. He

began teaching his course "Personality: It's Psychological and Social Aspects" in 1924; it was

probably the first course in Personality ever taught in the U.S. During this time, Allport

married Ada Lufkin Gould, who was a clinical psychologist, and they had one child, a boy,

who later became a pediatrician. After going to teach introductory courses on social

psychology and personality at Dartmouth Collegefor four years, Allport returned to Harvard

and remained there for the rest of his career.

Gordon W. Allport was a long time and influential member of the faculty at Harvard

Universityfrom 1930-1967. In 1931, he served on the faculty committee that established

Harvard's Sociology Department. In the late 1940s, he fashioned an introductory course for

the new Social Relations Department into a rigorous and popular undergraduate class. At that

time, he was also editor of the Journal of Abnormal and Social Psychology. Allport was also

a Director of the Commission for the United Nations Educational Scientific, and Cultural

Organization.

Allport was elected President of the American Psychological Association in 1939. In 1943 he

was elected President of the Eastern Psychological Association. In 1944, he served as

President of the Society for the Psychological Study of Social Issues. In 1950, Allport

published his third book titled "The Individual and His Religion." His fourth book, "The

Nature of Prejudice" was published in 1954, and benefited from his insights from working

with refugees during World War II. His fifth book, published in 1955 was titled, "Becoming:

Basic Considerations for Psychology of Personality." This book became one of his most

widely known publications. In 1963 Allport was awarded the Gold Medal Award from the

American Psychological Foundation. In the following year he received the APA's

Distinguished Scientific Contribution Award. Gordon Allport died on October 9, 1967 in

Cambridge, Massachusettsof lung cancer. He was seventy years old.Gordon Allport
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2. Visit with Freud

Allport told the story in his autobiographical essay in Pattern and Growth in Personality of

his visit as a young, recent college graduate to the already famous Dr. Sigmund Freud in

Vienna. To break the ice upon meeting Freud, Allport recounted how he had met a boy on the

train on the way to Viennawho was afraid of getting dirty. He refused to sit down near

anyone dirty, despite his mother's reassurances. Allport suggested that perhaps the boy had

learned this dirt phobia from his mother, a very neat and apparently rather domineering type.

After studying Allport for a minute, Freud asked, "And was that little boy you?"

Allport experienced Freud's attempt to reduce this small bit of observed interaction to some

unconscious episode from his own remote childhood as dismissive of his current motivations,

intentions and experience. It served as a reminder that psychoanalysis tends to dig too deeply

into both the past and the unconscious, overlooking in the process the often more important

conscious and immediate aspects of experience. While Allport never denied that unconscious

and historical variables might have a role to play in human psychology (particularly in the

immature and disordered) his own work would always emphasize conscious motivations and

current context.

3. Allport's Trait Theory

Allport is known as a "trait" psychologist. One of his early projects was to go through the

dictionary and locate every term that he thought could describe a person. This is known as the

"lexical hypothesis." From this, he developed a list of 4500 trait like words. He organized

these into three levels of traits.

 Cardinal trait - This is the trait that dominates and shapes a person's behavior. These are rare

as most people lack a single theme that shapes their lives.

 Central trait - This is a general characteristic found in some degree in every person. These are

the basic building blocks that shape most of our behavior although they are not as

overwhelming as cardinal traits. An example of a central trait would be honesty.

 Secondary trait - These are characteristics seen only in certain circumstances (such as

particular likes or dislikes that a very close friend may know). They must be included to

provide a complete picture of human complexity.
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4. Functional Autonomy

Allport was one of the first researchers to draw a distinction between Motive and Drive. He

suggested that a drive formed as a reaction to a motive may outgrow the motive as a reason.

The drive then is autonomous and distinct from the motive, whether it is instinct or any other.

Allport gives the example of a man who seeks to perfect his task or craft. His reasons may be

a sense of inferiority engrained in his childhood but his diligence in his work and the motive

it acquires later on is a need to excel in his chosen profession. In the words of Allport, the

theory "It avoids the absurdity of regarding the energy of life now, in the present, as

somehow consisting of early archaic forms (instincts, prepotent reflexes, or the never-

changing Id). Learning brings new systems of interests into existence just as it does new

abilities and skills. At each stage of development these interests are always contemporary;

whatever drives, drives now.

Example Case/Study:

Topic : Raymond B. Cattell And Hans J. Eysenck

Topic Objective:

Hans Jrgen Eysenck: Hans Jrgen Eysenck (March 4, 1916 September 4, 1997) was a

psychologist best remembered for his work on intelligence and personality, though he worked

in a wide range of areas. At the time of his death, Eysenck was the living psychologist most

frequently cited in science journals.

Key Points:

5. Raymond Bernard Cattell

As a psychologist, Cattell was rigorously devoted to the scientific method. He was an early

proponent of using factor analytical methods instead of what he called "verbal theorizing" to

explore the basic dimensions of personality, motivation, and cognitive abilities. One of the

most important results of Cattell's application of factor analysis was his discovery of 16

factors underlying human personality. He called these factors "source traits" because he

believed they provide the underlying source for the surface behaviors we think of as

personality. This theory of 16 personality factors and the instrument used to measure them

are known respectively as the 16 Personality Factors and the 16PF Questionnaire.
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Although Cattell is best known for identifying the dimensions of personality, he also studied

basic dimensions of other domains: intelligence, motivation, and vocational interests. Cattell

theorized the existence of fluid and crystallized intelligences to explain human cognitive

ability, and authored the Culture Fair Intelligence Test to minimize the bias of written

language and cultural background in intelligence testing.

6. Multivariate research

Rather than pursue a univariate research approach to psychology, studying the effect that a

single variable (such as anxiety) might have on another variable (such as problem solving),

Cattell pioneered the use of a multivariate approach to psychology. He believed that

behavioral dimensions were too complex and interactive to fully understand one dimension in

isolation. The classical univariate approach required bringing the individual into an artificial

laboratory situation and measuring the effect of one particular variable on another, while the

multivariate approach allowed psychologists to study the whole person and their unique

combination of traits in a natural environment. Multivariate analyses allowed for the study of

real-world situations (e.g. depression, divorce, loss) that could not be manipulated in a

laboratory.

Cattell used multivariate research to explore, identify, and understand the basic, underlying

elements of human behavior in three domains: the traits of personality or temperament, the

motivational or dynamic traits, and the diverse dimensions of abilities. In each of these areas,

he thought there must be a finite number of basic, unitary elements that could be identified.

He drew a comparison between these fundamental, underlying traits to the basic elements of

the physical world that were discovered and presented in the periodic table of the elements.

In his research, Cattell reached out to psychologists around the world to cooperate in using a

multivariate approach. In 1960, he organized an international meeting of research-oriented

psychologists, which resulted in the founding of the Society for Multivariate Experimental

Psychology, and its journal, Multivariate Behavioral Research. Cattell collaborated with

dozens of psychologists around the world on a broad spectrum of research projects. He

brought many of these talented researchers from Europe, Asia, Africa, Australia, and South

America to work at his lab at the University of Illinois. Many of his influential books were

written in collaboration with others.
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7. Factor analysis

Cattell noted that in sciences such as chemistry, physics, astronomy, and medicine,

unsubstantiated theories were historically widespread until new instruments were developed

to improve scientific observation and measurement. In the 1920s, Cattell studied under

Charles Spearman who was developing the new psychometric technique of factor analysis in

his effort to understand the basic dimensions and structure of human abilities. Factor analysis

became a powerful tool to help uncover the basic dimensions behind a confusing array of

surface variables in a particular domain.

Factor analysis was built upon the earlier development of the correlation coefficient, which

measures whether two variables are related or tend to go together. For example, if frequency

of exercise and blood pressure level were measured on a large group of people, then

intercorrelating these two variables will indicate to what degree exercise and blood pressure

are directly related to each other. Factor analysis performs complex calculations on the

correlation coefficients among a multitude of variables in a particular domain (such as

abilities or personality) to determine the basic, unitary factors at work behind the superficial

variables in that domain.

While working at the University of London with Spearman exploring human abilities, Cattell

postulated that factor analysis could be applied to other areas beyond the domain of abilities.

In particular, Cattell was interested in exploring the basic dimensions and structure of human

personality. For example, he thought that if factor analysis were applied to a wide range of

measures of interpersonal functioning, the basic dimensions within the domain of social

behavior could be identified. Thus, factor analysis could be used to discover the fundamental

dimensions behind the large number of apparent surface behaviors and then facilitate more

effective research in this area.

8. Personality theory

In order to apply factor analysis to personality, Cattell believed it necessary to sample the

widest possible range of variables. He specified three kinds of data for comprehensive

sampling, to capture the full range of personality dimensions:
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 Objective, life data (or L-data), which involves collecting data from the individuals natural,

everyday life behaviors, measuring their characteristic behavior patterns in the real world.

This could range from number of traffic accidents or number of parties attended each month,

to grade point average in school or number of illnesses or divorces.

 Experimental data (or T-data) which involves reactions to standardized experimental

situations created in a lab where a subjects behavior can be objectively observed and

measured.

 Questionnaire data (or Q-data), which involves responses based on introspection by the

individual about their own behavior and feelings. He found that this kind of direct

questioning often measured subtle internal states and viewpoints that might be hard to see or

measure in external behavior.

In order for a personality dimension to be called fundamental and unitary, Cattell believed

that it needed to be found in factor analyses of data from all three of these domains. Thus,

Cattell constructed personality measures of a wide range of traits in each medium. He then

repeatedly performed factor analyses on the data.

9. Cattell's factor-analytic studies

With the help of many colleagues, Cattell's factor-analytic studies continued over several

decades, eventually producing 16 fundamental factors underlying human personality. He

decided to name these traits with letters (A, B, C, D, E), like vitamins, in order to avoid

misnaming these newly discovered dimensions, or inviting confusion with existing

vocabulary and concepts. Factor-analytic studies by many researchers in diverse cultures

around the world have re-validated the number and meaning of these traits. This international

confirmation and validation established Cattells 16 factors as objective and scientific.

Cattell set about developing tests to measure these traits across different age ranges, such as

The 16 Personality Factor Questionnaire for adults, the Adolescent Personality Questionnaire,

and the Childrens Personality Questionnaire. These tests have now been translated into many

languages and validated across different cultures.

After discovering these 16 primary level factors, Cattell reasoned that, as in other scientific

domains, there might be an additional, higher level of organization within personality which

would provide a structure for the many primary traits. When he factor analyzed the 16
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primary traits themselves, he found five second-order or global factors, now commonly

known as the Big Five. These second-order or global traits were broad, over-arching domains

of behavior, which provided meaning and structure for the primary traits. For example, the

global trait extraversion emerged from factor-analytic results which loaded the five primary

traits that were interpersonal in focus.

Thus, global extraversion is fundamentally related to the primary traits that came together in

the factor analysis to define it, and the domain of extraversion gave conceptual structure to

these primary traits, identifying their focus and function. These two levels of personality

structure can be used to provide an integrated understanding of the whole person, with the

global traits giving an overview of the individuals functioning in a broad-brush way, and the

more-specific primary trait scores providing an in-depth, detailed picture of the individuals

unique trait combinations.

Research on the basic 16 traits has found them useful in understanding and predicting a wide

range of real life behaviors. For example, the traits have been used in educational settings to

study and predict such things as achievement motivation, learning style or cognitive style,

creativity, and compatible career choices; in work or employment settings to predict such

things as leadership style, interpersonal skills, conscientiousness, stress-management, and

accident-proneness; in medical settings to predict heart attack proneness, pain management,

likely compliance with medical instructions, or recovery pattern from burns or organ

transplants; in clinical settings to predict self-esteem, interpersonal needs, frustration

tolerance, and openness to change; and, in research settings to predict a wide range of

dimensions such as aggression, conformity, and authoritarianism.

10. Cattells comprehensive program of personality

Cattells comprehensive program of personality research in the 1940s, 50s, and 60s resulted in

five books that have been widely recognized as identifying fundamental dimensions of

personality and their organizing principles:

 The Description and Measurement of Personality

 Personality: A Systematic, Theoretical, and Factual Study

 Personality and Motivation Structure and Measurement

 The Scientific Analysis of Personality
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 Personality and Mood by Questionnaire

These books detailed a program of research that was theoretically comprehensive and

methodologically sophisticated, bringing together personality data from objective behavioral

studies, from self-report or questionnaire data, and from observer ratings. They presented a

theory of personality development over the human life span, including effects on the

individuals behavior from family, social, cultural, biological, and genetic influences, as well

as influences from the domains of motivation and ability. These books have been widely

referenced, and fundamentally influenced the development of scientific psychology.

11. Life and work

Hans Eysenck was born in Berlin, Germany, but moved to Englandas a young man in the

1930s because of his opposition to the Nazi party. "My hatred of Hitler and the Nazis, and all

they stood for, was so overwhelming that no argument could counter it. Eysenck was the

founding editor of the journal Personality and Individual Differences, and authored over 50

books and over 900 academic articles. He aroused intense debate with his controversial

dealing with variation in IQ among racial groups (see race and intelligence).

Eysenck was Professor of Psychology at the Institute of Psychiatry from 1955 to 1983. He

received his PhD from the Department of Psychology at University College London (UCL)

under the supervision of Professor Sir Cyril Burt with whom he had a tumultuous

professional relationship throughout his working life. He was a major contributor to the

modern scientific theory of personality and a brilliant teacher who also played a crucial role

in the establishment of behavioural treatments for mental disorders.

12. Eysenck and the genetics of personality

In 1950, Eysenck's first empirical study into the genetics of personality was carried out with

his student and associate Donald Prell. It was an experiment involving identical and fraternal

twins, children who were given a battery of tests relevant to the concept of neuroticism. It is

described in detail it an article published in the Journal of Mental Science. Eysenck and Prell

concluded: "that the factor of neuroticism is not a statistical artifact, but constitutes a

biological unit which is inherited as a whole....neurotic predisposition is to a large extent

hereditarily determined."
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13. Eysenck's model of personality (PEN)

Eysenck was one of the first psychologists to study personality with the method of factor

analysis, a statistical technique introduced by Charles Spearman. Eysenck's results suggested

two main personality factors. The first factor was the tendency to experience negative

emotions, and Eysenck referred to it as neuroticism. The second factor was the tendency to

enjoy positive events, especially social events, and Eysenck named it extraversion. The two

personality dimensions were described in his 1947 book Dimensions of Personality. It is

common practice in personality psychology to refer to the dimensions by the first letters, E

and N.

E and N provided a 2-dimensional space to describe individual differences in behaviour. An

analogy can be made to how latitude and longitude describe a point on the face of the earth.

Also, Eysenck noted how these two dimensions were similar to the four personality types

first proposed by the Greek physician Hippocrates.

 High N and High E = Choleric type

 High N and Low E = Melancholic type

 Low N and High E = Sanguine type

 Low N and Low E = Phlegmatic type

The third dimension, psychoticism, was added to the model in the late 1970s, based upon

collaborations between Eysenck and his wife, Sybil B. G. Eysenck, who is the current editor

of Personality and Individual Differences.

The major strength of Eysenck's model was to provide detailed theory of the causes of

personality. For example, Eysenck proposed that extraversion was caused by variability in

cortical arousal: "introverts are characterized by higher levels of activity than extraverts and

so are chronically more cortically aroused than extraverts". While it seems counterintuitive to

suppose that introverts are more aroused than extraverts, the putative effect this has on

behaviour is such that the introvert seeks lower levels of stimulation. Conversely, the

extravert seeks to heighten his or her arousal to a more optimal level (as predicted by the

Yerkes-Dodson Law) by increased activity, social engagement and other stimulation-seeking

behaviors.
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14. Comparison with other theories

The major alternative to Eysenck's three-factor model of personality is a model that makes

use of five broad traits, often called the Big Five model (see big five personality traits) . The

traits in the Big Five are as follows:

 Openness to experience

 Conscientiousness

 Extraversion

 Agreeableness

 Neuroticism

Extraversion and Neuroticism in the Big Five are similar to Eysenck's traits of the same

name. However, what Eysenck calls the trait of Psychoticism corresponds to two traits in the

Big Five model: Conscientiousness and Agreeableness. Eysenck's personality system did not

address Openness to experience. He argued that his approach was a better description of

personality. Another important model of personality is that of Jeffrey Alan Gray, a former

student of his.

15. Psychometric scales relevant to Eysenck's theory

Eysenck's theory of personality is closely linked with the scales that he and his co-workers

developed. These include the Maudsley Medical Questionnaire, Eysenck Personality

Inventory (EPI), Eysenck Personality Questionnaire (EPQ) and Sensation Seeking Scale

(developed in conjunction with Marvin Zuckerman). The Eysenck Personality Profiler (EPP)

breaks down different facets of each trait considered in the model. There has been some

debate about whether these facets should include impulsivity as a facet of extraversion as

Eysenck declared in his early work; or psychoticism. Eysenck declared for the latter, in later

work.

16. Eysenck's later work

In 1994 he was one of 52 signatories on "Mainstream Science on Intelligence," an editorial

written by Linda Gottfredson and published in the Wall Street Journal, which defended the

findings on race and intelligence in The Bell Curve.
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Eysenck made early contributions to fields such as personality by express and explicit

commitment to a very rigorous adherence to scientific methodology, as Eysenck believed that

scientific methodology was required for progress in personality psychology. He used, for

example, factor analysis, a statistical method, to support his personality model. An example is

Inheritance of Neuroticism: An Experimental Study, quoted above. His early work showed

Eysenck to be an especially strong critic of psychoanalysis as a form of therapy, preferring

behaviour therapy. Despite this strongly scientific interest, Eysenck was not shy, in later

work, of giving attention to parapsychology and astrology. Indeed, he believed that empirical

evidence supported the existence of paranormal abilities.

Example Case/Study:

In Section 3 of this course you will cover these topics:
B. F. Skinner

John Dollard And Neal Miller

Albert Bandura And Walter Mischel

Topic : B. F. Skinner

Topic Objective:

Key Points:

1. Biography

B. F. Skinner was born on March 20, 1904, in Susquehanna, Pennsylvaniato Grace and

William Skinner. His father was a lawyer. His brother Edward, two and a half years his

junior, died at age sixteen of a cerebral hemorrhage.

He attended HamiltonCollege in New York with the intention of becoming a writer. While

attending, he joined Lambda Chi Alpha Fraternity. He wrote for the school paper, but as an

atheist, he was critical of the religious school he attended. He received his B.A in English

literature in 1926. After graduation, he spent a year at his parents' home in Scranton,

attempting to become a writer of fiction. He soon became disillusioned with his literary skills

and concluded that he had little world experience and no strong personal perspective from

which to write.
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During this time, which Skinner later called "the dark year," he chanced upon a copy of

Bertrand Russell's recently published book An Outline of Philosophy, in which Russell

discusses the behaviorist philosophy of psychologist John B. Watson. At the time, Skinner

had begun to take more interest in the actions and behaviors of those around him, and some

of his short stories had taken a "psychological" slant. He decided to abandon literature and

seek admission as a graduate student in psychology at Harvard University. While a graduate

student, he invented the operant conditioning chamber and cumulative recorder, developed

the rate of response as a critical dependent variable in psychological research, and developed

a powerful, inductive, data-driven method of experimental research. During this time Skinner

was influenced by the physiologist Crozier.

Skinner received a PhD from Harvard in 1931, and remained there as a researcher until 1936.

He then taught at the University of Minnesotaat Minneapolis and later at Indiana University,

where he was chair of the psychology department from 19461947, before returning to

Harvard as a tenured professor in 1948. He remained at Harvard for the rest of his career.

In 1936 Skinner married Yvonne Blue (19111997); the couple had two daughters, Julie (m.

Vargas) and Deborah (m. Buzan). He died of leukemia in 1990 and is buried in

MountAuburn Cemetery,Cambridge, Massachusetts.

2. Theory

Skinner conducted pioneering work in psychology and innovated his own school of Radical

Behaviorism, which seeks to understand behavior as a function of environmental histories of

reinforcing consequences. He is known as the inventor of the operant conditioning chamber

(or Skinner box), a research tool used to examine the orderly relations of the behavior of

organisms (such as rats, pigeons and humans) to their environment. He is the author of

Walden Two, Beyond Freedom and Dignity, Verbal Behavior, Science and Human Behavior

and numerous other books and articles. He discovered what is now called operant

conditioning and articulated the now widely accepted term reinforcement as a scientific

principle of behavior. His position reflects the extension of the influence of physicist Ernst

Mach's The Science of Mechanics to the subject of psychology. Skinner's pioneering research

reflected the dual influence of whole organism research in Ivan Pavlov and Jacques Loeb.
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3. Inventions

The teaching machine, a mechanical invention to automate the task of programmed

instruction

3.1.Air crib

In an effort to help his wife cope with the day to day tasks of child rearing, Skinner a

consummate inventor thought he might be able to improve upon the standard crib. He

invented the 'air-crib' to meet this challenge. An 'air-crib' (also known as a 'baby tender' or

humorously as an 'heir conditioner') is an easily-cleaned, temperature and humidity-

controlled box Skinner designed to assist in the raising of babies.

It was one of his more controversial inventions, and was popularly mischaracterized as

cruel and experimental. It was designed to make the early childcare more simple (by

greatly reducing laundry, diaper rash, cradle cap, etc.), while encouraging the baby to be

more confident, mobile, comfortable, healthy and therefore less prone to cry. Reportedly

it had some success in these goals. Air-cribs were later commercially manufactured by

several companies. Air-cribs of some fashion are still used to this day, and publications

continue to dispel myths about, and tout the progressive advantages of Skinner's

invention.

A 2004 book by Lauren Slater caused much controversy by mentioning claims that

Skinner had used his baby daughter in some of his experiments. Although the book itself

said that the claims were groundless, this nuance was missed in some responses,

including a vehement and public denial of the claims by his daughter Deborah Skinner-

Buzan herself. Deborah claims that despite her father's view, the air crib had no effect on

her in her later years.

3.2.Cumulative recorder

The cumulative recorder is an instrument used to automatically record behavior

graphically. Initially, its graphing mechanism has consisted of a rotating drum of paper

equipped with a marking needle. The needle would start at the bottom of the page and the

drum would turn the roll of paper horizontally. Each response would result in the marking

needle moving vertically along the paper one tick. This makes it possible for the rate of
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response to be calculated by finding the slope of the graph at a given point. For example,

a regular rate of response would cause the needle to move vertically at a regular rate,

resulting in a straight diagonal line rising towards the right. An accelerating or

decelerating rate of response would lead to a quadratic (or similar) curve. The cumulative

recorder provided a powerful analytical tool for studying schedules of reinforcement.

3.3.Operant conditioning chamber

While at Harvard, B. F. Skinner invented the operant conditioning chamber to measure

organic responses and their orderly interactions with the environment. This device was an

example of his lifelong ability to invent useful devices, which included whimsical devices

in his childhood to the cumulative recorder to measure the rate of response of organisms

in an operant chamber. Even in old age, Skinner invented a Thinking Aid to assist in

writing.

3.4.Teaching machine

The teaching machine was a mechanical device whose purpose was to administer a

curriculum of programmed instruction. It housed a list of questions, and a mechanism

through which the learner could respond to each question. Upon delivering a correct

answer, the learner would be rewarded.

3.5.Pigeon Guided Missile

The US Navy required a weapon effective against the German Bismarck class battleships.

Although missile and TV technology existed, the size of the primitive guidance systems

available rendered any weapon ineffective. Project Pigeon was potentially an extremely

simple and effective solution, but despite an effective demonstration it was abandoned as

soon as more conventional solutions were available. The project centered around dividing

the nose cone of a missile into three compartments, and encasing a pigeon in each. The

compartments for each had a video image of what was in front of them, and the pigeons

would peck toward the object, thereby directing the missile. Skinner complained "our

problem was no one would take us seriously." The point is perhaps best explained in

terms of human psychology (i.e., few people would trust a pigeon to guide a missile no

matter how reliable it proved).
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4. Radical behaviorism

Finding the behaviorism of his time to be problematic, Skinner branched off his own version

he called Radical Behaviorism which unlike methodological behaviorism did not require

truth by consensus so it could accept private events such as thinking, perception and emotion

in its account. Also, unlike all of the other behaviorists such as Tolman, Hull and Clark,

Skinner's version radically rejected mediating constructs and the hypothetico-deductive

method, instead offering a strongly inductive, data driven approach that has proven to be

successful in dozens of areas from behavioral pharmacology to language therapy in the

developmentally delayed.

5. Verbal behavior

Challenged by Alfred North Whitehead during a casual discussion while at Harvard to

provide an account of a randomly provided piece of verbal behavior Skinner set about

attempting to extend his then-new functional, inductive, approach to the complexity of human

verbal behavior. Developed over two decades, his work appeared as the culmination of the

William James lectures in the book, Verbal Behavior. Although Noam Chomsky was highly

critical of Verbal Behavior, he conceded that it was the "most careful and thoroughgoing

presentation of such speculations" as a reason for giving it "a review." Verbal Behavior had

an uncharacteristically slow reception, partly as a result of Chomsky's review, paired with

Skinner's neglect to address or rebut any of Chomsky's condemnations. Skinner's peers may

have been slow to adopt and consider the conventions within Verbal Behavior due to its lack

of experimental evidence -- unlike the empirical density that marked Skinner's previous work.

However, Skinner's functional analysis of verbal behavior has seen a resurgence of interest in

applied settings.

6. Influence on education

Skinner influenced education as well as psychology. He was quoted as saying "Teachers must

learn how to teach ... they need only to be taught more effective ways of teaching." Skinner

asserted that positive reinforcement is more effective at changing and establishing behavior

than punishment, with obvious implications for the then widespread practice of rote learning

and punitive discipline in education. Skinner also suggests that the main thing people learn

from being punished is how to avoid punishment.
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Skinner says that there are five main obstacles in learning: 1. People have a fear of failure. 2.

The task is not broken down into small enough steps. 3. There is a lack of directions. 4. There

is also a lack of clarity in the directions. 5. Positive reinforcement is lacking.

Skinner suggests that any age-appropriate skill can be taught using five principles to remedy

the above problems: 1. Give the learner immediate feedback. 2. Break down the task into

small steps. 3. Repeat the directions as many times as possible. 4. Work from the most simple

to the most complex tasks. 5. Give positive reinforcement. Skinner's views on education are

extensively presented in his book the Technology of teaching. It is also reflected in Fred S.

Keller's Programmed System of instruction and Ogden R.

Lindsley's Precision Teaching.

7. Walden Two and Beyond Freedom & Dignity

Skinner is popularly known mainly for his books Walden Two and Beyond Freedom and

Dignity. The former describes a visit to an imaginary utopian commune in 1940s United

States, where the productivity and happiness of the citizens is far in advance of that in the

outside world because of their practice of scientific social planning and use of operant

conditioning in the raising of children.

Walden Two, like Thoreau's Walden, champions a lifestyle that does not support war or

foster competition and social strife. It encourages a lifestyle of minimal consumption, rich

social relationships, personal happiness, satisfying work and leisure.

In Beyond Freedom and Dignity, Skinner suggests that a technology of behavior could help

to make a better society. We would, however, have to accept that an autonomous agent is not

the driving force of our actions. Skinner offers alternatives to punishment and challenges his

readers to use modern technology for more than just war; science can be used, he holds, to

better society.

8. Schedules of reinforcement

Part of Skinner's analysis of behavior involved not only the power of a single instance of

reinforcement, but the effects of particular schedules of reinforcement over time. Skinner's
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types of schedules of reinforcement involved: interval (fixed or variable) and ratio (fixed or

variable).

 Continuous reinforcement constant delivery of reinforcement for an action; every time a

specific action was performed the subject instantly and always received a reinforcement. This

method is prone to extinction and is very hard to enforce.

 Interval (fixed/variable) reinforcement (Fixed) reinforcement is set for certain times.

(Variable) times between reinforcement are not set, and often differ.

 Ratio (fixed or variable) reinforcement (Fixed) deals with a set amount of work needed to be

completed before there is reinforcement. (Variable) amount of work needed for the

reinforcement differs from the last.

9. Political views

Skinner's political writings emphasized his hopes that an effective and humane science of

behavioral control a technology of human behavior could help problems unsolved by earlier

approaches or aggravated by advances in technology such as the atomic bomb. One of

Skinner's stated goals was to prevent humanity from destroying itself. He did not see the

problems of political control as a battle of domination versus freedom, but as choices

between what kinds of control were used for which purposes. Skinner opposed the use of

coercion, punishment or fear, and supported the use of positive reinforcement. Skinner's

book, Walden Two, presents a vision of a decentralized, localized society, which applies a

practical, scientific approach and futuristically advanced behavioral expertise to peacefully

deal with social problems. Skinner's utopia, like every other utopia or dystopia, is both a

thought experiment and a rhetorical piece. In his book, Skinner answers the problem that

exists in many utopian novels "What is the Good Life?" In Walden Two, the answer is a life

of friendship, health, art, a healthy balance between work and leisure, a minimum of

unpleasantness, and a feeling that one has made worthwhile contributions to one's society.

This was to be achieved through behavioral technology, which could offer alternatives to

coercion, as good science applied correctly would help society, and allow all people to

cooperate with each other peacefully. Skinner described his novel as "my New Atlantis", in

reference to Bacon's utopia. He opposed corporal punishment in the school, and wrote a letter

to the California Senate that helped lead it to a ban on spanking.
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10. Superstition in the pigeon

One of Skinner's experiments examined the formation of superstition in one of his favorite

experimental animals, the pigeon. Skinner placed a series of hungry pigeons in a cage

attached to an automatic mechanism that delivered food to the pigeon "at regular intervals

with no reference whatsoever to the bird's behavior." He discovered that the pigeons

associated the delivery of the food with whatever chance actions they had been performing as

it was delivered, and that they subsequently continued to perform these same actions.

One bird was conditioned to turn counter-clockwise about the cage, making two or three

turns between reinforcements. Another repeatedly thrust its head into one of the upper

corners of the cage. A third developed a 'tossing' response, as if placing its head beneath an

invisible bar and lifting it repeatedly. Two birds developed a pendulum motion of the head

and body, in which the head was extended forward and swung from right to left with a sharp

movement followed by a somewhat slower return.

Skinner suggested that the pigeons behaved as if they were influencing the automatic

mechanism with their "rituals" and that this experiment shed light on human behavior:

The experiment might be said to demonstrate a sort of superstition. The bird behaves as if

there were a causal relation between its behavior and the presentation of food, although such

a relation is lacking. There are many analogies in human behavior. Rituals for changing one's

fortune at cards are good examples. A few accidental connections between a ritual and

favorable consequences suffice to set up and maintain the behavior in spite of many

unreinforced instances. The bowler who has released a ball down the alley but continues to

behave as if she were controlling it by twisting and turning her arm and shoulder is another

case in point. These behaviors have, of course, no real effect upon one's luck or upon a ball

half way down an alley, just as in the present case the food would appear as often if the

pigeon did nothingor, more strictly speaking, did something else.

Modern behavioral psychologists have disputed Skinner's "superstition" explanation for the

behaviors he recorded. Subsequent research while finding similar behavior failed to find

support for Skinner's "adventitious reinforcement" explanation for it. By looking at the timing

of different behaviors within the interval, Staddon and Simmelhag were able to distinguish

two classes of behavior: the terminal response, which occurred in anticipation of food, and
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interim responses, that occurred earlier in the interfood interval and were rarely contiguous

with food. Terminal responses seem to reflect classical (rather than operant) conditioning,

rather than adventitious reinforcement, guided by a process like that observed in 1968 by

Brown and Jenkins in their "autoshaping" procedures. The causation of interim activities

(such as the schedule-induced polydipsia seen in a similar situation with rats) also cannot be

traced to adventitious reinforcement and its details are still obscure.

11. Criticism

11.1. J.E.R. Staddon

As understood by Skinner, ascribing dignity to individuals involves giving them credit for

their actions. To say "Skinner is brilliant" means that Skinner is an originating force. If

Skinner's determinist theory is right, he is merely the focus of his environment. He is not

an originating force and he had no choice in saying the things he said or doing the things

he did. Skinner's environment and genetics both allowed and compelled him to write his

book. Similarly, the environment and genetic potentials of the advocates of freedom and

dignity cause them to resist the reality that their own activities are deterministically

grounded. J. E. R. Staddon has argued the compatibilist position, that Skinner's

determinism is not in any way contradictory to traditional notions of reward and

punishment, as he believed.

11.2. Noam Chomsky

Perhaps Skinner's best known critic, Noam Chomsky published a review of Skinner's

Verbal Behavior two years after Verbal Behavior was published. The review became

better known than the book itself. It has been credited with launching the cognitive

movement in psychology and other disciplines. Skinner, who rarely responded directly to

critics, never formally replied to Chomsky's critique. Many years later, Kenneth

MacCorquodale's reply was endorsed by Skinner, and was assessed an effective refutation

of Chomsky's critique by Roddy Roediger, writing in defense of behaviorism in the 2004

Association for Psychological Science Observer.

Chomsky also reviewed Skinner's Beyond Freedom and Dignity, utilizing the same basic

motifs as his Verbal Behavior review. Among Chomsky's critiques were that Skinner's
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laboratory work could not be extended to humans, that when it was extended to humans it

represented 'scientistic' behavior attempting to emulate science but which was not

scientific, that Skinner was not a scientist because he rejected the hypothetico-deductive

model of theory testing, that Skinner had no science of behavior, and that Skinner's works

were highly conducive to justifying or advancing totalitarianism.

Example Case/Study:

Topic : John Dollard And Neal Miller

Topic Objective:

Key Points:

1. Life

Neal E. Miller was born in Milwaukee, Wisconsinon August 3, 1909. He received a B.S.

degree from the Universityof Washington , an M.S. from StanfordUniversity , and a Ph.D.

degree in Psychology from YaleUniversity .

Miller was a social science research fellow at the Institute of Psychoanalysis, Viennafor one

year (1935-1936) before returning to Yale as a faculty member in 1936. He first worked in

research in psychology, and later as a researcher in the University's Institute of Human

Relations.

During World War II, Miller served as an officer in charge of research in the Army Air

Corps' Psychological Research Unit #1 in Nashville, Tennessee. After that he was director of

the Psychological Research Project at the headquarters of the Flying Training Command in

Randolph Field, Texas.

In 1950, Miller returned to Yale to become a professor of psychology and in 1952 he was

appointed the James Rowland Angell Professor of Psychology. He spent a total of 30 years at

Yale (1936-1966). In 1966, Miller transferred to Rockefeller University, where he spent an

additional 15 years of service. He became Professor Emeritus at Rockefeller in 1981 and

Research Affiliate at Yale in 1985.

Miller served as President of the American Psychological Association from 1960-61, and

received the APA Distinguished Scientific Contribution Award in 1959 and the APA Citation
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for Outstanding Lifetime Contribution to Psychology in 1991. He also received the National

Medal of Science. Miller was also president of the Society for Neurosciences, the

Biofeedback Society of America and the Academy of Behavioral Medicine Research.

Neal Miller died on March 23, 2002, in Hamden, Connecticut, survived by his second wife,

Jean Shepler and two children. His first wife Marion E. Edwards, died in 1997.

2. Dollard-Miller Theory

During his early career Miller focused on research of Freudian psychoanalytical theories and

the combination of psychoanalysis and behaviorism. He wanted to translate psychological

analytic concepts into behavioral terms that would be more easily understood and that would

be based in scientific facts. He particularly focused on studying unconscious drives, which

according to Freud greatly influenced human behavior.

Along with John Dollard, Miller combined Freuds ideas with learning theory. The two

scientists recognized Freud's concept of anxiety and fear as secondary drives (in contrast to

primary drives which are directly related to survival). As a secondary drive fear is learned,

claimed Miller, it could be modified through instrumental conditioning.

Miller and Dollard coined the Frustration-Aggression Hypothesis. In its original form it

stated that frustration always causes aggression and aggression is always a consequence of

frustration. However it was modified later into: frustration can lead to aggression, and

aggression can be caused by things other than frustration. Miller proposed psychotherapy for

aggression, frustration, or anxiety, in which people would learn more adaptive behaviors and

unlearn maladaptive behaviors. Teaching relaxation techniques, coping skills, or effective

discrimination of cues would be part of such therapy.

3. Biofeedback

Miller was among the first scientists who conducted research on rats in which he stimulated

rats' brains by using electricity or chemicals to produce such sensations as hunger or anxiety.

After his work on anxiety, Miller started to investigate other autonomic behaviors, trying to

find out if they could also be modified through instrumental conditioning. He investigated

hunger and thirst, using behavioral methodologies and neurophysiological techniques. He
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concluded that the autonomic nervous system could be as susceptible to classical

conditioning as the voluntary nervous system. This led to his work on biofeedback.

In the 1950s and 1960s, as Miller started to work on his theories of biofeedback, he also

started to face significant criticism in academic community. He claimed that people could

directly influence their bodily mechanisms, such as blood pressure, and that everybody could

be taught to do so. The idea was so radical and novel that it bordered on scientific heresy. In

his obituary in the New York Times, a 1997 statement by James S. Gordon, founder of the

Center for Mind-Body Medicine in Washington, was quoted to remind readers of the

atmosphere surrounding Millers work:

In 1961, when Neal Miller first suggested that the autonomic nervous system could be as

susceptible to training as the voluntary nervous system, that people might learn to control

their heart rate and bowel contractions just as they learned to walk or play tennis, his

audiences were aghast. He was a respected researcher, director of a laboratory at Yale, but

this was a kind of scientific heresy. Everyone 'knew' that the autonomic nervous system was

precisely that: automatic, beyond our control. Miller was eventually able to prove his point,

and biofeedback became gradually accepted in scientific circles as a method to help treat high

blood pressure, migraines, and other medical conditions.

4. Legacy

Millers work contributed to our understanding of behavior and motivation and laid a

foundation for modern neuroscience. His work on biofeedback influenced generations of

researchers in behavioral medicine and other fields. Biofeedback became recognized as a

form of alternative medicine and is now used widely to help with different medical problems,

including high blood pressure, epilepsy, ADHD, and other conditions.

In 1993, the Board of Scientific Affairs honored Miller by establishing the Annual Neal

Miller Distinguished Lecture, dedicated to neuroscience and animal research and presented at

each convention of the American Psychological Association. In addition, the Academy of

Behavioral Medicine Research established the Neal E. Miller New Investigator Award in his

honor.
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Example Case/Study:

Topic Objective:

Key Points:

1. Freud Therapeutic Technique

Freud hoped that his research would provide a solid scientific basis for his therapeutic

technique. The goal of Freudian therapy, or psychoanalysis, was to bring to consciousness

repressed thoughts and feelings in order to free the patient from the suffering caused by the

repetitive return of distorted forms of these thoughts and feelings. According to some of his

successors, including his daughter Anna Freud, the goal of therapy is to allow the patient to

develop a stronger ego; according to others, notably Jacques Lacan, the goal of therapy is to

lead the analysand to a full acknowledgment of his or her inability to satisfy the most basic

desires.

Classically, the bringing of unconscious thoughts and feelings to consciousness is brought

about by encouraging the patient to talk in free association and to talk about dreams. Another

important element of psychoanalysis is a relative lack of direct involvement on the part of the

analyst, which is meant to encourage the patient to project thoughts and feelings onto the

analyst. Through this process, transference, the patient can reenact and resolve repressed

conflicts, especially childhood conflicts with (or about) parents. The origin of Freud's early

work with psychoanalysis can be linked to Joseph Breuer. Freud actually credits Breuer with

the discovery of the psychoanalytical method. One case started this phenomenon that would

shape the field of psychology for decades to come, the case of Anna O. In 1880 a young girl

came to Breuer with symptoms of what was then called female hysteria. Anna O. was a

highly intelligent 21-year-old woman. She presented with symptoms such as paralysis of the

limbs, dissociation, and amnesia; today this set of symptoms is known as conversion disorder.

After many doctors had given up and accused Anna O. of faking her symptoms, Breuer

decided to treat her sympathetically, which he did with all of his patients. He started to hear

her mumble words during what he called states of absence. Eventually Breuer started to

recognize some of the words and wrote them down. He then hypnotized her and repeated the

words to her; Breuer found out that the words were associated with her father's illness and

death. In the early 1890s Freud used a form of treatment based on the one that Breuer had

described to him, modified by what he called his "pressure technique". The traditional story,
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based on Freud's later accounts of this period, is that as a result of his use of this procedure

most of his patients in the mid-1890s reported early childhood sexual abuse. He believed

these stories, but after being heavily criticized for this belief and hearing a patient tell the

story about Freud's personal friend being a victimizer, Freud concluded that his patients were

fantasizing the abuse scenes.In 1896 Freud posited that the symptoms of 'hysteria' and

obsessional neurosis derived from unconscious memories of sexual abuse in infancy, and

claimed that he had uncovered such incidents for every single one of his current patients (one

third of whom were men). However a close reading of his papers and letters from this period

indicates that these patients did not report early childhood sexual abuse as he later claimed:

rather, he based his claims on analytically inferring the supposed incidents, using a procedure

that was heavily dependent on the symbolic interpretation of somatic symptoms.

2. Proponent of Cocaine

Freud was an early user and proponent of cocaine as a stimulant as well as analgesic. He

wrote several articles on the antidepressant qualitis of the drug and he was influenced by his

friend and confidant Wilhelm Fliess, who recommended cocaine for the treatment of the

"nasal reflex neurosis." Fliess operated on Freud and a number of Freud's patients whom he

believed to be suffering from the disorder, including Emma Eckstein, whose surgery proved

disastrous.. Freud felt that cocaine would work as a panacea for many disorders and wrote a

well-received paper, "On Coca," explaining its virtues. He prescribed it to his friend Ernst

von Fleischl-Marxow to help him overcome a morphine addiction he had acquired while

treating a disease of the nervous system. Freud also recommended it to many of his close

family and friends. He narrowly missed out on obtaining scientific priority for discovering

cocaine's anesthetic properties (of which Freud was aware but on which he had not written

extensively), after Karl Koller, a colleague of Freud's in Vienna, presented a report to a

medical society in 1884 outlining the ways in which cocaine could be used for delicate eye

surgery. Freud was bruised by this, especially because this would turn out to be one of the

few safe uses of cocaine, as reports of addiction and overdose began to filter in from many

places in the world. Freud's medical reputation became somewhat tarnished because of this

early ambition. Furthermore, Freud's friend Fleischl-Marxow developed an acute case of

"cocaine psychosis" as a result of Freud's prescriptions and died a few years later. Freud felt

great regret over these events, which later biographers have dubbed "The Cocaine Incident.

However, he managed to move on, and even continued to use cocaine. Perhaps the most

significant contribution Freud made to Western thought were his arguments concerning the

importance of the unconscious mind in understanding conscious thought and behavior. The
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western world overwhelmingly supported positivism up until Freud's time- the belief that

self-knowledge as well as self-control is possible. Freud, however, came up with a

revolutionary as well as controversial idea by declaring that people essentially have no free

will. As psychologist Jacques Van Rillaer, among others, pointed out, "contrary to what most

people believe, the unconscious was not discovered by Freud. In 1890, when psychoanalysis

was still unheard of, William James, in his monumental treatise on psychology, examined the

way Schopenhauer, von Hartmann, Janet, Binet and others had used the term 'unconscious'

and 'subconscious'". Boris Sidis, a Russian Jew who emigrated to the United States of

America in 1887, and studied under William James, wrote The Psychology of Suggestion: A

Research into the Subconscious Nature of Man and Society in 1898, followed by ten or more

works over the next twenty five years on similar topics to the works of Freud. Historian of

psychology Mark Altschule concluded, "It is difficult - or perhaps impossible - to find a

nineteenth-century psychologist or psychiatrist who did not recognize unconscious

cerebration as not only real but of the highest importance." Freud's advance was not, then, to

uncover the unconscious but to devise a method for systematically studying it, and his claims

about the dynamics and structure of the unconscious.

3. Royal Road to Unconscious

Freud called dreams the "royal road to the unconscious". By this, he meant that dreams

illustrate the "logic" of the unconscious mind. Freud developed his first topology of the

psyche in The Interpretation of Dreams in which he proposed the argument that the

unconscious exists and described a method for gaining access to it. The preconscious was

described as a layer between conscious and unconscious thoughtthat which we could access

with a little effort. Thus, Freud argued against any attempts to repress the unconscious and

instead believed that it needed to be understood in order to achieve the ideals of the

Enlightenment, positivism and rationalism.One key factor in the operation of the unconscious

is "repression." Freud believed that many people "repress" painful memories deep into their

unconscious mind. Although Freud later attempted to find patterns of repression among his

patients in order to derive a general model of the mind, he also observed that repression

varies among individual patients. Freud also argued that the act of repression did not take

place within a person's consciousness. Thus, people are unaware of the fact that they have

buried memories or traumatic experiences.

Later, Freud distinguished between three concepts of the unconscious: the descriptive

unconscious, the dynamic unconscious, and the system unconscious. The descriptive

unconscious referred to all those features of mental life of which people are not subjectively
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aware. The dynamic unconscious, a more specific construct, referred to mental processes and

contents which are defensively removed from consciousness as a result of conflicting

attitudes. The system unconscious denoted the idea that when mental processes are repressed,

they become organized by principles different from those of the conscious mind, such as

condensation and displacement.Eventually, Freud abandoned the idea of the system

unconscious, replacing it with the concept of the Ego, super-ego, and id (discussed below).

Throughout his career, however, he retained the descriptive and dynamic conceptions of the

unconscious.

Freud hoped to prove that his model was universally valid and thus turned to ancient

mythology and contemporary ethnography for comparative material. Freud named his new

theory the Oedipus complex after the famous Greek tragedy Oedipus Rex by Sophocles. "I

found in myself a constant love for my mother, and jealousy of my father. I now consider this

to be a universal event in childhood," Freud said. Freud sought to anchor this pattern of

development in the dynamics of the mind. Each stage is a progression into adult sexual

maturity, characterized by a strong ego and the ability to delay gratification He used the

Oedipus conflict to point out how much he believed that people desire incest and must

repress that desire. The Oedipus conflict was described as a state of psychosexual

development and awareness. He also turned to anthropological studies of totemism and

argued that totemism reflected a ritualized enactment of a tribal Oedipalconflict.

4. Childhood Sexual Abuse

Freud originally posited childhood sexual abuse as a general explanation for the origin of

neuroses, but he abandoned this so-called "seduction theory" as insufficiently explanatory,

noting that he had found many cases in which apparent memories of childhood sexual abuse

were based more on imagination than on real events. During the late 1890s Freud, who never

abandoned his belief in the sexual etiology of neuroses, began to emphasize fantasies built

around the Oedipus complex as the primary cause of hysteria and other neurotic symptoms.

Despite this change in his explanatory model, Freud always recognized that some neurotics

had been sexually abused by their fathers, and was quite explicit about discussing several

patients whom he knew to have been abused.Freud also believed that the libido developed in

individuals by changing its object, a process codified by the concept of sublimation. He

argued that humans are born "polymorphously perverse", meaning that any number of objects

could be a source of pleasure. He further argued that, as humans develop, they become

fixated on different and specific objects through their stages of developmentfirst in the oral

stage (exemplified by an infant's pleasure in nursing), then in the anal stage (exemplified by a
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toddler's pleasure in evacuating his or her bowels), then in the phallic stage. Freud argued that

children then passed through a stage in which they fixated on the mother as a sexual object

(known as the Oedipus Complex) but that the child eventually overcame and repressed this

desire because of its taboo nature.

5. Psychosexual Development

The repressive or dormant latency stage of psychosexual development preceded the sexually

mature genital stage of psychosexual development.Freud's way of interpretation has been

called phallocentric by many contemporary thinkers. This is because of, for Freud, the

unconscious desires for the phallus (penis). Males are afraid of losing their masculinity,

symbolized by the phallus, to another male. Females always desire to have a phallus - an

unfulfillable desire. Thus boys resent their fathers (fear of castration) and girls desire theirs.

In his later work, Freud proposed that the psyche could be divided into three parts: ego,

super-ego, and id. The id is known as the child-like portion of the psyche that is very

impulsive and only takes into account what it wants and disregards all consequences. The

super-ego is the moral code of the psyche that solely follows right and wrong and takes into

account no special circumstances in which the morally right thing may not be right for that

situation. Finally, the ego is the balance between the two. It is the part of the psyche that is,

usually, portrayed in the person's action, and after the super-ego and id are balanced, the ego

acts in a way that takes both impulses and morality into consideration.Freud discussed this

structural model of the mind in the 1920 essay Beyond the Pleasure Principle, and fully

elaborated it in The Ego and theId , where he developed it as an alternative to his previous

topographic schema (conscious, unconscious, preconscious).

Freud acknowledges that his use of the term Id (or the It) derives from the writings of Georg

Grodeck. It is interesting to note that the term Id appears in the earliest writing of Boris Sidis,

attributed to William James, as early as 1898.Freud believed that humans were driven by two

conflicting central desires: the life drive (libido) (survival, propagation, hunger, thirst, and

sex) and the death drive (Thanatos). Freud's description of Cathexis, whose energy is known

as libido, included all creative, life-producing drives. The death drive (or death instinct),

whose energy is known as anticathexis, represented an urge inherent in all living things to

return to a state of calm: in other words, an inorganic or dead state. He recognized Thanatos

only in his later years and develops his theory on the death drive in Beyond the Pleasure

Principle. Freud approaches the paradox between the life drives and the death drives by

defining pleasure and unpleasure. According to Freud, unpleasure refers to stimulus that the

body receives. (For example, excessive friction on the skin's surface produces a burning
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sensation; or, the bombardment of visual stimuli amidst rush hour traffic produces anxiety.)

Conversely, pleasure is a result of a decrease in stimuli (for example, a calm environment the

body enters after having been subjected to a hectic environment). If pleasure increases as

stimuli decreases, then the ultimate experience of pleasure for Freud would be zero stimulus,

or death. Given this proposition, Freud acknowledges the tendency for the unconscious to

repeat unpleasurable experiences in order to desensitize, or deaden, the body.

This compulsion to repeat unpleasurable experiences explains why traumatic nightmares

occur in dreams, as nightmares seem to contradict Freud's earlier conception of dreams

purely as a site of pleasure, fantasy, and desire. On the one hand, the life drives promote

survival by avoiding extreme unpleasure and any threat to life. On the other hand, the death

drive functions simultaneously toward extreme pleasure, which leads to death. Freud

addresses the conceptual dualities of pleasure and unpleasure, as well as sex/life and death, in

his discussions on masochism and sadomasochism. The tension between Eros and Thanatos

represents a revolution in his manner of thinking. Some also refer to the death instinct as the

Nirvana Principle. These ideas resemble aspects of the philosophies of Arthur Schopenhauer

and Friedrich Nietzsche. Schopenhauer's pessimistic philosophy, expounded in The World as

Will and Representation, describes a renunciation of the will to live that corresponds on many

levels with Freud's Death Drive. Similarly, the life drive clearly parallels much of Nietzsche's

concept of the Dionysian in The Birth of Tragedy. However, Freud denied having been

acquainted with their writings before he formulated the groundwork of his own ideas.

Example Case/Study:

Topic : Albert Bandura And Walter Mischel

Topic Objective:

Walter Mischel: Walter Mischel (1930- ) is an American academic and psychologist

specializing in personality theory and social psychology. He currently serves as the Robert

Johnston Niven Professor of Humane Letters in the Department of Psychology at

ColumbiaUniversity.
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Key Points:

1. Albert Bandura Education & academic career

Bandura graduated with a B.A. from the University of British Columbia with the Bolocan

Award in psychology, and then obtained his M.A. in 1951 and Ph.D. in 1952 from the

University of Iowa. Arthur Benton was his academic adviser at Iowa. Upon graduation, he

participated in a clinical internship with the Wichita Kansas GuidanceCenter. The following

year, he accepted a teaching position at Stanford University, which he has held from 1953

until today. In 1974 the American Psychological Association elected him to its presidency.

2. Research

Bandura was initially influenced by Robert Sears' work on familial antecedents of social

behavior and identificatory learning, Bandura directed his initial research to the role of social

modeling in human motivation, thought, and action. In collaboration with Richard Walters,

his first doctoral student, Bandura engaged in studies of social learning and aggression. Their

joint efforts illustrated the critical role of modeling in human behavior and led to a program

of research into the determinants and mechanisms of observational learning (part of which

has become known in the history of psychology as the "Bobo doll experiment"). The program

also led to Bandura's first book, Adolescent Aggression in 1959, and to a subsequent book,

Aggression: A Social Learning Analysis in 1973.

In 1963 Bandura published his second book, Social Learning and Personality Development.

In 1974 Stanford University awarded him an endowed chair and he became David Starr

Jordan Professor of Social Science in Psychology. In 1977, Bandura published the ambitious

Social Learning Theory, a book that altered the direction psychology took in the 1980s.

In the course of investigating the processes by which modeling alleviates phobic disorders in

snake-phobics, Bandura found that self-efficacy beliefs (which the phobic individuals had in

their own capabilities to alleviate their phobia) mediated changes in behavior and in fear-

arousal. He then launched a major program of research examining the influential role of self-

referent thought in psychological functioning. Although he continued to explore and write on

theoretical problems relating to myriad topics, from the late 1970s he devoted much attention

to exploring the role that self-efficacy beliefs play in human functioning.
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In 1986 Bandura published Social Foundations of Thought and Action: A Social Cognitive

Theory, a book in which he offered a social cognitive theory of human functioning that

accords a central role to cognitive, vicarious, self-regulatory and self-reflective processes in

human adaptation and change. This social cognitive theory has its roots in an agentic

perspective that views people as self-organizing, proactive, self-reflecting and self-regulating,

not just as reactive organisms shaped by environmental forces or driven by inner impulses.

Self-efficacy: The exercise of control was published in 1997.

Bandura has lectured and written on topics such as escaping homelessness, deceleration of

population growth, transgressive behavior, mass communication, substance abuse, and

terrorism. He has explored the manner in which people morally disengage when they

perpetrate inhumanities, and he has traced the psychosocial tactics by which individuals and

societies selectively disengage moral self-sanctions from inhumane conduct. He desires and

works for a civilized life with humane standards buttressed "by safeguards built into social

systems that uphold compassionate behavior and renounce cruelty".

3. Walter Mischel Early life

Mischel was born in 1930 in Vienna, Austria, from which he fled with his family to the

United States after the Nazi occupation in 1938. He grew up in Brooklyn, New York and later

studied under George Kelly and Julian Rotter at Ohio State University, from which he

received his Ph.D. in clinical psychology in 1956.

4. Professional career

Mischel taught at the University of Coloradofrom 1956 to 1958, then at Harvard University

from 1958 to 1962, and also at Stanford University from 1962 to 1983. Since 1983, Mischel

has been in the Department of Psychology at Columbia University, where he is currently the

Robert Johnston Niven Professor of Humane Letters.

Mischel was elected to the National Academy of Sciences in 2004 and to the American

Academyof Arts and Sciences in 1991. In 2007, Mischel was elected president of the

Association for Psychological Science. Mischels other honors include the Distinguished

Scientific Contribution Award from the American Psychological Association, the

Distinguished Scientist Award of the Society of Experimental Social Psychologists, the
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Distinguished Contributions to Personality Award of the Society of Social and Personality

Psychologists, and the Distinguished Scientist Award of American Psychological

Association's Division of Clinical Psychology. He is past editor of Psychological Review and

past president of the American Psychological Association Division of Social and Personality

Psychology and of the Association for Research in Personality.

5. Contributions to personality theory

In 1968, Mischel published the now classic monograph, Personality and Assessment, which

created a paradigm crisis in personality psychology that changed the agenda of the field for

decades. Mischel showed that study after study failed to support the fundamental traditional

assumption of personality theory, that an individuals behavior with regard to a trait (e.g.

conscientiousness, sociability) is highly consistent across diverse situations. Instead,

Mischel's analyses revealed that the individuals behavior, when closely examined, was highly

dependent upon situational cues, rather than expressed consistently across diverse situations

that differed in meaning.

Mischel made the case that the field of personality psychology was searching for consistency

in the wrong places. Instead of treating situations as the noise or error of measurement in

personality psychology, Mischel's work proposed that by including the situation as it is

perceived by the person and by analyzing behavior in its situational context, the consistencies

that characterize the individual would be found. He argued that these individual differences

would not be expressed in consistent cross-situational behavior, but instead, he suggested that

consistency would be found in distinctive but stable patterns of if-then, situation-behavior

relations that form contextualized, psychologically meaningful personality signatures (e.g.,

she does A when X, but B when Y).

These signatures of personality were in fact revealed in a large observational study of social

behavior across multiple repeated situations over time. Contradicting the classic assumptions,

the data showed that individuals who were similar in average levels of behavior, for example

in their aggression, nevertheless differed predictably and dramatically in the types of

situations in which they aggressed. As predicted by Mischel, they were characterized by

highly psychologically informative if-then behavioral signatures. Collectively, this work has

allowed a new way to conceptualize and assess both the stability and variability of behavior
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that is produced by the underlying personality system, and has opened a window into the

dynamic processes within the system itself.

In a second direction, beginning in the late 1960s and early 1970s, Mischel pioneered work

illuminating the ability to delay gratification and to exert self-control in the face of strong

situational pressures and emotionally hot temptations. His studies with preschoolers in the

late 1960s, often referred to as "the marshmallow experiment", examined the processes and

mental mechanisms that enable a young child to forego immediate gratification and to wait

instead for a larger desired but delayed reward. Continuing research with these original

participants has examined how preschool delay of gratification ability links to development

over the life course, and may predict a variety of important outcomes (e.g., SAT scores,

social and cognitive competence, educational attainment, and drug use), and can have

significant protective effects against a variety of potential vulnerabilities. This work also

opened a route to research on temporal discounting in decision-making, and most importantly

into the mental mechanisms that enable cognitive and emotional self-control, thereby helping

to demystify the concept of willpower.

Example Case/Study:

In Section 4 of this course you will cover these topics:
David M. Buss

George Kelly

Carl Rogers
Topic : David M. Buss

Topic Objective:

Definition/Overview:

David M. Buss: David M. Buss (born April 14, 1953) is a professor of psychology at The

University of Texas at Austin, known for his evolutionary psychology research on human sex

differences in mate selection.
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Key Points:

1. Biography

Buss earned his Ph.D. in psychology at University of California,Berkeley in 1981. Before

becoming a professor at The University of Texas, he was assistant professor for four years at

Harvard University, and he was a professor at the University of Michigan for eleven years.

The primary topics of his research include mating strategies, conflict between the sexes,

status, social reputation, prestige, the emotion of jealousy, homicide, anti-homicide defenses,

and most recently stalking. All of these are approached from an evolutionary perspective.

Buss is the author of more than 200 scientific articles and has won many awards. Some of

these awards include American Psychological Association (APA) Distinguished Scientific

Award for Early Career Contribution to Psychology in 1988 and APA G. Stanley Hall

Lectureship in 1990.

Buss is the author of a number of publications and books, including The Evolution of Desire,

The Dangerous Passion, and most recently, The Handbook of Evolutionary Psychology and

The Murderer Next Door, which introduces a new theory of homicide from an evolutionary

perspective. He is also the author of Evolutionary Psychology: The New Science of the Mind

which is currently in its third edition and was released in 2007.

Buss is involved with extensive cross-cultural research collaborations and lectures within the

U.S. His hobbies include tennis, squash, disc golf, and he is an avid film buff.

Example Case/Study:

Topic : George Kelly

Topic Objective:

Key Points:

1. Biography

George Kelly went on to teach at various colleges and other institutions, with course topics

ranging from speech making to Americanization. In 1929, he completed a Bachelor of
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Education degree at the University of Edinburgh in Scotland, writing a thesis dealing with the

prediction of teaching success, followed by graduate and doctoral degrees in psychology at

the State University of Iowa. His dissertation was on speech and reading disabilities.

For some years before World War II, Kelly worked in school psychology, developing a

program of traveling clinics which also served as a training ground for his students. He had a

keen interest in clinical diagnosis.

In World War II, Kelly worked as an aviation psychologist, where, among other things, he

was responsible for a training program for local civilian pilots. After the war, he was

appointed Professor and Director of Clinical Psychology at the Ohio State University, where

he remained for twenty years. Under his guidance, OSUs graduate psychology training

programs became some of the best in the United States, offering a unique blend of clinical

skills and a strong commitment to scientific methodology.

It is also at OSU that Kelly developed his major contribution to the psychology of

personality. The Psychology of Personal Constructs was published in 1955 and achieved

immediate international recognition, gaining him visiting appointments at various universities

in the U.S.A. as well as in Europe, the former Soviet Union, South America, the Caribbean,

and Asia. He was also elected President of the Clinical and the Consulting Divisions of the

American Psychological Association, and served as President of the American Board of

Examiners in Professional Psychology, providing expertise and insight, especially regarding

ethical issues.

Kelly also worked extensively on researching the implications and applications of his theory,

while continuing to work in clinical psychology. Joseph Rychlak is among the prominent

students of his who expanded on his theories. George Kelly died on March 6, 1967, at the age

of 62.

2. Kelly's concerns

Kelly saw that current theories of personality were so loosely defined, and difficult to test,

that in many clinical cases the observer contributed more to the diagnosis than the patient. If

you took your problems to a Freudian analyst, they would be analysed in Freudian terms; a
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Jungian would interpret them in Jungian terms; a behaviourist would interpret them in terms

of conditioning, and so on.

The problem of observer bias (observer effect) is particularly acute in the social sciences such

as psychology, sociology, economics, etc., where commentators' frame of reference can

influence what they see, how they describe it, and what they prescribe. You can find

explanations of schizophrenia which rely on brain chemistry at one end of the spectrum and

family dynamics at the other. Some educationalists advocate main-streaming of bright

children; some are totally against it. Some economists see government spending as a strategy

to be used, and some see it as a strategy to be avoided. It's rare for them to find common

ground.

Kelly wanted to develop a theory and an investigative technique, which would remove the

influence of the observer's frame of reference on what was observed.

Example Case/Study:

Topic : Carl Rogers

Topic Objective:

Key Points:

1. Biography

Carl Ransom Rogers was born on January 8, 1902, in Oak Park, Illinois, a Chicagosuburb.

His father Walter Rogers was a civil engineer and his mother, Susan Siaw, was a housewife

and devout Christian. Carl was the fourth of their six children.

Rogers was quite a prodigy and could read well before kindergarten. Following an education

in a strict religious vicarage of Jimpley and ethical environment as an altar boy, he became a

rather isolated, independent and disciplined person, and acquired a knowledge and an

appreciation for the scientific method in a practical world. His first career choice was

agriculture, at the University of Wisconsin-Madison, followed by History then religion. At

age 20, following his 1922 trip to Peking, China, for an international Christian conference, he

started to doubt his religious convictions. To help him clarify his career choice, he attended a
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seminar entitled Why am I entering the Ministry?, after which he decided to change his

career.

After two years he left the seminary to attend Teachers College, ColumbiaUniversity,

obtaining an MA in 1928 and a PhD in 1931. While completing his doctoral work, he

engaged in child study. In 1930, Rogers served as director of the Society for the Prevention of

Cruelty to Children in Rochester, New York. From 1935 to 1940 he lectured at the University

of Rochester and wrote The Clinical Treatment of the Problem Child , based on his

experience in working with troubled children. In 1940 he became professor of clinical

psychology at OhioState University, where he wrote his second book, "Counseling and

Psychotherapy" in 1942. In it, Rogerssuggested that the client, by establishing a relationship

with an understanding, accepting therapist, can resolve difficulties and gain the insight

necessary to restructure their life.

In 1945, he was invited to set up a counseling center at the University of Chicago. While a

professor of psychology at the University of Chicago, Rogershelped to establish a counseling

centre connected with the university and there conducted studies to determine the

effectiveness of his methods. His findings and theories appeared in Client-Centered Therapy

and Psychotherapy and Personality Change. One of his graduate students at the University of

Chicago, Thomas Gordon, established the Parent Effectiveness Training (P.E.T.) movement.

Rogers became the first President of the American Academyof Psychotherapists. He taught

psychology at the Universityof Wisconsin, Madison, during which time he wrote one of his

best-known books, On Becoming a Person.

Rogerscontinued teaching at University of Wisconsin until 1963, he became a resident at the

new Center for Studies of the Person in La Jolla. Rogers left the WBSI to help found the

Center for Studies of the Person in 1968. His later books include Carl Rogers on Personal

Power and Freedom to Learn for the 80s . He remained a resident of La Jolla for the rest of

his life, doing therapy, giving speeches and writing until his sudden death in 1987. In 1987,

Rogerssuffered a fall that resulted in a fractured pelvis. He had a successful operation, but his

heart failed the next night and he died a few days later.

Rogers' last years were devoted to applying his theories in areas of national social conflict,

and he traveled worldwide to accomplish this. In Belfast, Northern Ireland, he brought

together influential Protestants and Catholics; in South Africa, blacks and whites, in the
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United States, consumers and providers in the health field. His last trip, at age 85, was to the

Soviet Union, where he lectured and facilitated intensive experiential workshops fostering

communication and creativity. He was astonished at the numbers of Russians who knew of

his work.

Together with his daughter, Natalie Rogers, between 1975 and 1980, Rogers conducted a

series of residential programs in the US, Europe, and Japan, the Person-Centered Approach

Workshops, which focused on cross-cultural communications, personal growth, self-

empowerment, social change.

2. Nineteen Propositions

His theory (as of 1951) was based on nineteen propositions:

 All individuals (organisms) exist in a continually changing world of experience (phenomenal

field) of which they are the centre.

 The organism reacts to the field as it is experienced and perceived. This perceptual field is

"reality" for the individual.

 The organism reacts as an organized whole to this phenomenal field.

 A portion of the total perceptual field gradually becomes differentiated as the self.

 As a result of interaction with the environment, and particularly as a result of evaluational

interaction with others, the structure of the self is formed - an organised, fluid but consistent

conceptual pattern of perceptions of characteristics and relationships of the "I" or the "me",

together with values attached to these concepts.

 The organism has one basic tendency and striving - to actualize, maintain and enhance the

experiencing organism.

 The best vantage point for understanding behaviour is from the internal frame of reference of

the individual.

 Behavior is basically the goal directed attempt of the organism to satisfy its needs as

experienced, in the field as perceived.

 Emotion accompanies, and in general facilitates, such goal directed behaviour, the kind of

emotion being related to the perceived significance of the behaviour for the maintenance and

enhancement of the organism.
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 Values experienced directly by the organism, and in some instances are values introjected or

taken over from others, but perceived in distorted fashion, as if they had been experienced

directly.

 As experiences occur in the life of the individual, they are either, a) symbolized, perceived

and organized into some relation to the self, b) ignored because there is no perceived

relationship to the self structure, c) denied symbolization or given distorted symbolization

because the experience is inconsistent with the structure of the self.

 Most of the ways of behaving that are adopted by the organism are those that are consistent

with the concept of self.

 In some instances, behaviour may be brought about by organic experiences and needs which

have not been symbolized. Such behaviour may be inconsistent with the structure of the self

but in such instances the behaviour is not "owned" by the individual.

 Psychological adjustment exists when the concept of the self is such that all the sensory and

visceral experiences of the organism are, or may be, assimilated on a symbolic level into a

consistent relationship with the concept of self.

 Psychological maladjustment exists when the organism denies awareness of significant

sensory and visceral experiences, which consequently are not symbolized and organized into

the gestalt of the self structure. When this situation exists, there is a basic or potential

psychological tension.

 Any experience which is inconsistent with the organization of the structure of the self may be

perceived as a threat, and the more of these perceptions there are, the more rigidly the self

structure is organized to maintain itself.

 Under certain conditions, involving primarily complete absence of threat to the self structure,

experiences which are inconsistent with it may be perceived and examined, and the structure

of self revised to assimilate and include such experiences.

 When the individual perceives and accepts into one consistent and integrated system all his

sensory and visceral experiences, then he is necessarily more understanding of others and is

more accepting of others as separate individuals.

 As the individual perceives and accepts into his self structure more of his organic

experiences, he finds that he is replacing his present value system - based extensively on

introjections which have been distortedly symbolized - with a continuing organismic valuing

process.

3. Development of the Personality
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With regard to development, he described principles rather than stages. The main issue is the

development of a self concept and the progress from an undifferentiated self to being fully

differentiated.

 Self Concept ... the organized consistent conceptual gestalt composed of perceptions of the

characteristics of 'I' or 'me' and the perceptions of the relationships of the 'I' or 'me' to others

and to various aspects of life, together with the values attached to these perceptions. It is a

gestalt which is available to awareness though not necessarily in awareness. It is a fluid and

changing gestalt, a process, but at any given moment it is a specific entity.

In the development of the self concept he saw conditional and unconditional positive regard

as key. Those raised in an environment of unconditional positive regard have the opportunity

to fully actualize themselves. Those raised in an environment of conditional positive regard

only feel worthy if they match conditions (what Rogers describes as conditions of worth) that

have been laid down by others.

4. Fully Functioning Person

Optimal development, as referred to in proposition 14, results in a certain process rather than

static state. He describes this as the good life where the organism continually aims to fulfill

their full potential. He listed characteristics of a fully functioning person:

 A growing openness to experience they move away from defensiveness and have no need for

subception (a perceptual defense that involves unconsciously applying strategies to prevent a

troubling stimulus from entering consciousness).

 An increasingly existential lifestyle living each moment fully not distorting the moment to fit

personality or self concept but allowing personality and self concept to emanate from the

experience. This results in excitement, daring, adaptability, tolerance, spontaneity, and a lack

of rigidity and suggests a foundation of trust. "To open one's spirit to what is going on now,

and discover in that present process whatever structure it appears to have

 Increasing organismic trust they trust their own judgment and their ability to choose

behaviour that is appropriate for each moment. They do not rely on existing codes and social

norms but trust that as they are open to experiences they will be able to trust their own sense

of right and wrong.
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 Freedom of choice not being shackled by the restrictions that influence an incongruent

individual, they are able to make a wider range of choices more fluently. They believe that

they play a role in determining their own behaviour and so feel responsible for their own

behaviour.

 Creativity it follows that they will feel more free to be creative. They will also be more

creative in the way they adapt to their own circumstances without feeling a need to conform.

 Reliability and constructiveness they can be trusted to act constructively. An individual who

is open to all their needs will be able to maintain a balance between them. Even aggressive

needs will be matched and balanced by intrinsic goodness in congruent individuals.

 A rich full life he describes the life of the fully functioning individual as rich, full and

exciting and suggests that they experience joy and pain, love and heartbreak, fear and courage

more intensely. Rogers' description of the good life.

5. Incongruity

The aspect of one's being that is founded in the actualizing tendency, follows organismic

valuing, needs and receives positive regard and self-regard, Rogers calls the "real self". It is

the "you" that, if all goes well, you will become. On the other hand, to the extent that our

society is out of sync with the actualizing tendency, and we are forced to live with conditions

of worth that are out of step with organismic valuing, and receive only conditional positive

regard and self-regard, we develop instead an "ideal self". By ideal,Rogers is suggesting

something not real, something that is always out of our reach, the standard we cannot meet.

This gap between the real self and the ideal self, the "I am" and the "I should" is called

incongruity.

6. Psychopathology

Rogers describes the concepts of congruence and incongruence as important ideas in his

theory. In proposition #6 he refers to the actualising tendency. The drive to become what one

can be, to realise one's potential. At the same time he recognises the need for positive regard.

In a fully congruent person realising their potential is not at the expense of experiencing

positive regard. They are able to lead lives that are authentic and genuine. Incongruent

individuals, in their pursuit of positive regard, live lives that include falseness and do not

realise their potential. Conditions put on them by those around them make it necessary for
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them to forego their genuine, authentic lives to meet with the approval of others. They live

lives that are not true to themselves, to who they are on the inside.

He suggests that the incongruent individual who is always on the defensive and cannot be

open to all experiences is not functioning ideally and may even be malfunctioning. They

work hard at maintaining/protecting their self concept. Because their lives are not authentic

this is a difficult task and they are under constant threat. They deploy defense mechanisms to

achieve this. He describes two mechanisms: distortion and denial. Distortion occurs when the

individual perceives a threat to their self concept. They distort the perception until it fits their

self concept. Denial follows the same process except instead of distorting they deny the threat

exists.

This defensive behavior reduces the consciousness of the threat but not the threat itself. And

so, as the threats mount, the work of protecting the self concept becomes more difficult and

the individual more defensive and rigid in their self structure. If the incongruence is

immoderate this process may lead the individual to a state that would typically be described

as neurotic (although Rogers himself preferred to avoid labels. Their functioning becomes

precarious and psychologically vulnerable. If the situation worsens it is possible that the

defenses cease to function altogether and the individual becomes aware of the incongruence

of their situation. Their personality becomes disorganised and bizarre, irrational behaviour,

associated with earlier denied aspects of self, may erupt uncontrollably.

7. Applications

Rogers originally developed his theory to be the foundation for a system of therapy. He

initially called this "non-directive therapy" but later replaced the term "non-directive" with

the term "client-centred" and then later used the term "person-centred". The first empirical

evidence of the effectiveness of the client-centered approach was published in 1941 at the

Ohio StateUniversity by Elias Porter, using the recordings of therapeutic sessions between

Carl Rogers and his clients. , Porter used Rogers' transcripts to devise a system to measure

the degree of directiveness or non-directiveness a counselor employed. The attitude and

orientation of the counselor were demonstrated to be instrumental in the decisions made by

the client. Even before the publication of Client-Centered Therapy in 1951, he believed that

the principles he was describing could be applied in a variety of contexts and not just in the

therapy situation. As a result he started to use the term person-centered approach later in his
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life to describe his overall theory. Person-centered therapy is the application of the person-

centered approach to the therapy situation. Other applications include a theory of personality,

interpersonal relations, education, nursing, cross-cultural relations and other "helping"

professions and situations. In 1970, Richard Young, Alton Becker, and Kenneth Pike

published Rhetoric: Discovery and Change, a widely influential college writing textbook that

used a Rogerian approach to communication to revise the traditional Aristotelian framework

for rhetoric.

The application to education has a large robust research tradition similar to that of therapy.

Rogers described the approach to education in Client-Centered Therapy and wrote Freedom

to Learn devoted exclusively to the subject in 1969. Freedom to Learn was revised two times.

The new Learner-Centered Model is similar in many regards to this classical person-centered

approach to education. The application to cross-cultural relations has involved workshops in

highly stressful situations and global locations including conflicts and challenges in South

Africa, Central America, and Ireland. This work resulted in a Nobel Peace Prize nomination

for Rogers.

Example Case/Study:

In Section 5 of this course you will cover these topics:
Abraham Maslow

Rollo Reese May

A Final Word

Topic : Abraham Maslow

Topic Objective:

Key Points:

1. Biography

Maslow was born and raised in Brooklyn, the eldest of seven children. His parents were

uneducated Jewish immigrants from Russia. He was slow and tidy, and remembered his

childhood as lonely and rather unhappy, because, as he said, "I was the little Jewish boy in
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the non-Jewish neighborhood. It was a little like being the first Negro enrolled in the all-

white school. I was isolated and unhappy. I grew up in libraries and among books, without

friends.

Maslow first studied law at the City College of New York (CCNY). His father hoped he

would pursue law, but he went to graduate school at the University of Wisconsin to study

psychology. While there, he married his cousin Bertha, and found as his chief mentor,

professor Harry Harlow. At Wisconsin he pursued an original line of research, investigating

primate dominance behavior and sexuality. He went on to further research at

ColumbiaUniversity, continuing similar studies; there he found another mentor in Alfred

Adler, one of Sigmund Freud's early followers.

From 1937 to 1951, Maslow was on the faculty of BrooklynCollege. In New York he found

two more mentors, anthropologist Ruth Benedict and Gestalt psychologist Max Wertheimer,

whom he admired both professionally and personally. These two were so accomplished in

both realms, and such "wonderful human beings" as well, that Maslow began taking notes

about them and their behavior. This would be the basis of his lifelong research and thinking

about mental health and human potential. He wrote extensively on the subject, borrowing

ideas from other psychologists but adding significantly to them, especially the concepts of a

hierarchy of needs, metaneeds, self-actualizing persons, and peak experiences. Maslow

became the leader of the humanistic school of psychology that emerged in the 1950s and

1960s, which he referred to as the "third force" beyond Freudian theory and behaviorism.

2. Maslow saw human beings

Maslow saw human beings' needs arranged like a ladder. The most basic needs, at the

bottom, were physical air, water, food, sleep. Then came safety needs security, stability

followed by psychological, or social needs for belonging, love, acceptance. Then, came

esteem needs to feel achievement, status, responsibility, and reputation. At the top of it all

were the self-actualizing needs the need to fulfill oneself, to become all that one is capable of

becoming. Maslow felt that unfulfilled needs lower on the ladder would inhibit the person

from climbing to the next step. Someone dying of thirst quickly forgets their thirst when they

have no oxygen, as he pointed out. People who dealt in managing the higher needs were what

he called self-actualizing people. Benedict and Wertheimer were Maslow's models of self-

actualization, from which he generalized that, among other characteristics, self-actualizing
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people tend to focus on problems outside of themselves, have a clear sense of what is true and

what is phony, are spontaneous and creative, and are not bound too strictly by social

conventions.

Peak experiences are profound moments of love, understanding, happiness, or rapture, when

a person feels more whole, alive, self-sufficient and yet a part of the world, more aware of

truth, justice, harmony, goodness, and so on. Self-actualizing people have many such peak

experiences.

3. Maslow's thinking

Maslow's thinking was surprisingly original most psychology before him had been concerned

with the abnormal and the ill. He wanted to know what constituted positive mental health.

Humanistic psychology gave rise to several different therapies, all guided by the idea that

people possess the inner resources for growth and healing and that the point of therapy is to

help remove obstacles to individuals' achieving this. The most famous of these was client-

centered therapy developed by Carl Rogers.

4. Maslow's influence

Maslow's influence extended beyond psychology - his work on peak experiences is relevant

to Religious Studies, while his work on management means that his ideas have relevance to

transpersonal business studies.

Example Case/Study:

Topic : Rollo Reese May

Topic Objective:

Key Points:

1. Biography

May was born in Ada, Ohio in 1909. He experienced a difficult childhood, with his parents

divorcing and his sister suffering a mental breakdown (schizophrenia). His educational career

took him to Michigan State College majoring in English and Oberlin College for a bachelor's
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degree, teaching for a time in Greece, to Union Theological Seminary for a BD in 1938, and

finally to Teachers College, Columbia University for a PhD in clinical psychology in 1949.

May was a founder and faculty member of Saybrook GraduateSchool and ResearchCenter in

San Francisco. He spent the final years of his life in Tiburon on the San Francisco Bay, where

he died in October 1994.

1. Accomplishments

May was influenced by American humanism, and interested in reconciling existential

psychology with other approaches, especially Freud's. May considered Otto Rank (1884-

1939) to be the most important precursor of existential therapy. Shortly before his death, May

wrote the foreword to Robert Kramer's edited collection of Ranks American lectures.

May uses some traditional existential terms in a slightly different fashion than others, and he

invents new words for traditional existentialist concepts. Destiny, for example, could be

"thrownness" combined with "fallenness" the part of our lives that is determined for us, for

the purpose of creating our lives. He also used the word "courage" to signify authenticity in

facing ones anxiety and rising above it.

2. Stages of Development

 Innocence the pre-egoic, pre-self-conscious stage of the infant. The innocent is only doing

what he or she must do. However, an innocent does have a degree of will in the sense of a

drive to fulfill needs.

 Rebellion the rebellious person wants freedom, but has yet no full understanding of the

responsibility that goes with it.

 Decision The person is in a transition stage in their life where they need to break away from

their parents and settle into the ordinary stage. In this stage they must decide what path their

life will take, along with fulfilling rebellious needs from the rebellious stage.

 Ordinary the normal adult ego learned responsibility, but finds it too demanding, and so seeks

refuge in conformity and traditional values.

 Creative the authentic adult, the existential stage, beyond ego and self-actualizing. This is the

person who, accepting destiny, faces anxiety with courage.
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These are not stages in the traditional sense. A child may certainly be innocent, ordinary or

creative at times; an adult may be rebellious. The only attachment to certain ages is in terms

of salience: rebelliousness stands out in the two year old and the teenager.

3. Sexual Revolution

May perceived the sexual revolution of the 1960s and 1970s, as well as commercialization of

sex and pornography, as having influenced society and planted the idea in the minds of adults

that love and sex are no longer directly associated. According to May, emotion has become

separated from reason, making it socially acceptable to seek sexual relationships and avoid

the natural drive to relate to another person and create new life. May believed the awakening

of sexual freedoms can lead modern society to dodge awakenings at higher levels. May

suggests that the only way to turn around the cynical ideas that characterize our generation is

to rediscover the importance of caring for another, which May describes as the opposite of

apathy.

4. Meaning of Anxiety

His first book, The Meaning of Anxiety, was based on his doctoral dissertation, which in turn

was based on his reading of the 19th century philosopher Sren Kierkegaard. His definition of

anxiety is "the apprehension cued off by a threat to some value which the individual holds

essential to his existence as a self. He also quotes Kierkegaard: "Anxiety is the dizziness of

freedom". In 1956, he edited the book Existence with Ernest Angel and Henri Ellenberger.

Existence helped introduce existential psychology to the US.

Example Case/Study:

Topic : A Final Word

Topic Objective:

Definition/Overview:

Personality: Personality type refers to the psychological classification of different types of

people. Personality types are distinguished from personality traits, which come in different

levels or degrees.
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Key Points:

1. Personality Theories

According to type theories, for example, there are two types of people, introverts and

extraverts. According to trait theories, introversion and extraversion are part of a continuous

dimension, with many people in the middle. The idea of psychological types originated in the

theoretical work of Carl Jung and William Marston whose work is reviewed in The

Personality Code, a book by Dr. Travis Bradberry. Jung's seminal 1921 book on the subject is

available in English as Psychological Types.Building on the writings and observations of

Carl Jung, during WWII Isabel Briggs Myers and her mother Katharine C. Briggs delineated

personality types by constructing the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator. This model was later

used by David Keirsey with a different understanding from Jung, Briggs and Myers.The

model is an older and more theoretical approach to personality, accepting extraversion and

introversion as basic psychological orientations in connection with two pairs of psychological

functions:Perceiving functions: intuition and sensing (trust in conceptual/abstract models of

reality or concrete sensory-oriented facts)Judging functions: thinking and feeling (thinking as

the prime-mover in decision-making or feelings as the prime-mover in decision-making).

Briggs and Myers also added another personality dimension to their type indicator in order to

indicate whether a person has a more dominant judging or perceiving function. Therefore

they included questions designed to indicate whether someone desires to either perceive

events or have things done so that judgements can be made.This personality typology has

some aspects of a trait theory: it explains people's behaviour in terms of opposite fixed

characteristics. In these more traditional models, the intuition factor is considered the most

basic, dividing people into "N" or "S" personality types. An "N" is further assumed to be

guided by the thinking or objectication habit, or feelings, and be divided into "NT" (scientist,

engineer) or "NF" (author, human-oriented leader) personality.

An "S", by contrast, is assumed to be more guided by the perception axis, and thus divided

into "SP" (performer, craftsman, artisan) and "SJ" (guardian, accountant, bureaucrat)

personality. These four are considered basic, with the other two factors in each case

(including always extraversion) less important. Critics of this traditional view have observed

that the types are quite strongly stereotyped by professions, and thus may arise more from the

need to categorize people for purposes of guiding their career choice. This among other

objections led to the emergence of the five factor view, which is less concerned with behavior

under work stress and more concerned with behavior in personal and emotional
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circumstances. Some critics have argued for more or fewer dimensions while others have

proposed entirely different theories (often assuming different definitions of "personality").

Socionics, a social psychology discipline founded by Aushra Augusta, equates Jung's

function concept with information elements and aspects, which are elements of Anton

Kepinsky's information metabolism theory. The information elements are observed to have

conflicts between themselves, which lead to persistent patterns of relation between two

individuals.Type A personality: During the 1950s, Meyer Friedman and his co-workers

defined what they called Type A and Type B behavior patterns. They theorized that intense,

hard-driving Type A personalities had a higher risk of coronary disease because they are

"stress junkies." Type B people, on the other hand, tended to be relaxed, less competitive, and

lower in risk. There was also a Type AB mixed profile. Dr. Redford Williams, cardiologist at

Duke University, refuted Friedmans theory that Type A personalities have a higher risk of

coronary heart disease; however, current research indicates that only the hostility component

of Type A may have health implications. Type A/B theory has been extensively criticized by

psychologists because it tends to oversimplify the many dimensions of an individual's

personality.

2. Psychoanalytic theories

Psychoanalytic theories explain human behaviour in terms of the interaction of various

components of personality. Sigmund Freud was the founder of this school. Freud drew on the

physics of his day (thermodynamics) to coin the term psychodynamics. Based on the idea of

converting heat into mechanical energy, he proposed that psychic energy could be converted

into behavior. Freud's theory places central importance on dynamic, unconscious

psychological conflicts.

3. Freud Human Personality

Freud divides human personality into three significant components: the ego, superego, and id.

The id acts according to the pleasure principle, demanding immediate gratification of its

needs regardless of external environment; the ego then must emerge in order to realistically

meet the wishes and demands of the id in accordance with the outside world, adhering to the

reality principle. Finally, the superego inculcates moral judgment and societal rules upon the

ego, thus forcing the demands of the id to be met not only realistically but morally. The

superego is the last function of the personality to develop, and is the embodiment of

parental/social ideals established during childhood. According to Freud, personality is based

on the dynamic interactions of these three components.
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One of Sigmund Freud's earlier associates, Alfred Adler, did agree with Freud that early

childhood experiences are important to development, and believed that birth order may

influence personality development. Adler believed the oldest was the one that set high goals

to achieve to get attention back that they lost when the younger siblings were born. He

believed the middle children were competitive and ambitious possibly so they are able to

surpass the first-borns achievements, but were not as much concerned about the glory. Also

he believed that the last born would be more dependent and sociable but be the baby. He also

believed that only children love being the center of attention and mature quickly, but in the

end fail to become independent.

4. Heinz Kohut thought

Heinz Kohut thought similarly to Freuds idea of transference. He used narcissism as a model

of how we develop our sense of self. Narcissism is the exaggerated sense of one self in which

is believed to exist in order to protect one's low self esteem and sense of worthlessness.

Kohut had a significant impact on the field by extending Freud's theory of narcissism and

introducing what he called the 'self-object transferences' of mirroring and idealization. In

other words, children need to idealize and emotionally "sink into" and identify with the

idealized competence of admired figures such as parents or older siblings. They also need to

have their self-worth mirrored by these people. These experiences allow them to thereby

learn the self-soothing and other skills that are necessary for the development of a healthy

sense of self.

5. Karen Horney

Another important figure in the world of personality theory would be Karen Horney. She is

credited with the development of the "real self" and the "ideal self". She believes that all

people have these two views of their own self. The "real self" is how you really are with

regards to personality, values, and morals; but the "ideal self" is a construct you apply to

yourself to conform to social and personal norms and goals. Ideal self would be "I can be

successful, I am CEO material"; and real self would be "I just work in the mail room, with

not much chance of high promotion".

6. Richard Herrnstein

Richard Herrnstein extended this theory by accounting for attitudes and traits. An attitude

develops as the response strength (the tendency to respond) in the presences of a group of

stimuli become stable. Rather than describing conditionable traits in non-behavioral

language, response strength in a given situation accounts for the environmental portion.
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Herrstein also saw traits as having a large genetic or biological component as do most

modern behaviorists.

7. Ivan Pavlov

Ivan Pavlov is another notable influence. He is well known for his classical conditions

experiments involving a dog. These physiological studies on this dog led him to discover the

foundation of behaviorism as well as classical conditioning. Pavlov would begin his

experiment by first ringing a bell, which would cause no response from the dog. He would

proceed to place food in front of the dog's face, causing the dog to salivate. Several seconds

later, he would ring the bell again, causing the dog to now salivate. After continuing this

experiment several times, the dog would salivate at just the ring of the bell. These

conditioning experiments can be used for many different types of experiments.

8. Walter Mischel

Walter Mischel has also defended a cognitive approach to personality. His work refers to

"Cognitive Affective Units", and considers factors such as encoding of stimuli, affect, goal-

setting and self-regulatory beliefs. The term "Cognitive Affective Units" shows how his

approach considers affect as well as cognition.

Albert Ellis, an American cognitive-behavioral therapist, is considered by many to be the

grandfather of cognitive-behavioral therapy. In 1955 Ellis developed Rational Emotive

Behavior Therapy (REBT), which later came to be known as Rational Therapy (RT). REBT

required that the therapist help the client understand and act on the understanding that his

personal philosophy contains common irrational beliefs that lead to his own emotional pain.

Because thinking and emotion have a cause and effect relationship, Ellis believes that the

thoughts we have become our emotions and the emotions we have become our thoughts. The

basic theory of REBT is that majority of people create their own sort of emotional

consequences because to sustain an emotion it must have had some form of thought. Ellis

also created the A-B-C theory of personality. (A), is the activating event which is followed by

(B), the belief system that the person holds and then (C), the emotional consequence. What

the theory states is that (A) does not cause (C); but that (B) causes (C). The emotional

consequences are caused by what the person believes in. An example would be if a person is

walking outside and a stranger in a car pulls up next to them asking for directions (A), and

the persons' belief system is that any stranger in a car that wants directions wants to hurt you

(B) so therefore the person fears the person in the car is going to hurt them (C).
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9. Aaron Beck

Aaron Beck, who is widely noted as the father of cognitive-behavioral therapy (CBT),

suggested that nearly all psychological dilemmas can be redirected in a positive (helpful)

manner with the changing of the suffering individual's thought processes. He has worked

extensively on depression and suicide, and is now redirecting his theories towards those with

borderline personality disorder, and the various anxiety disorders (OCD, neurosis, phobias,

PTSD, etc.). Extensive evidence has proven the effectiveness of combining CBT with

pharmacotherapy in treating the most severe psychiatric disorders such as bi-polar disorder

and schizophrenia. Aaron Beck's continuing research in the field has proven to be a greater

success over time.

10. Humanistic Psychology

In humanistic psychology it is emphasized people have free will and that they play an active

role in determining how they behave. Accordingly, humanistic psychology focuses on

subjective experiences of persons as opposed to forced, definitive factors that determine

behaviour. Abraham Maslow and Carl Rogers were proponents of this view, which is based

on the "phenomenal field" theory of Combs and Snygg .Maslow spent much of his time

studying what he called "self-actualizing persons", those who are "fulfilling themselves and

doing the best that they are capable of doing". Maslow believes that all who are interested in

growth move towards self-actualizing (growth, happiness, satisfaction) views. Many of these

people demonstrate a trend in dimensions of their personalities.

11. Maslow Self-Actualizers

Characteristics of self-actualizers according to Maslow include the four key dimensions; 1)

Awareness - maintaining constant enjoyment and awe of life.These individuals often

experienced a "peak experience". He defined a peak experience as an "intensification of any

experience to the degree that there is a loss or transcendence of self". A peak experience is

one in which an individual perceives an expansion of his or herself, and detects a unity and

meaningfulness in life. Intense concentration on an activity one is involved in, such as

running a marathon, may invoke a peak experience. 2) Reality and problem centered - they

have tendency to be concerned with "problems" in their surroundings. 3)

Acceptance/Spontaneity - they accept their surroundings and what cannot be changed. And 4)

Unhostile sense of humor/democratic - they do not like joking about others, which can be
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viewed as offensive. They have friends of all backgrounds and religions and hold very close

friendships.Maslow and Rogersemphasized a view of the person as an active, creative,

experiencing human being who lives in the present and subjectively responds to current

perceptions, relationships, and encounters.

They disagree with the dark, pessimistic outlook of those in the Freudian psychoanalysis

ranks, but rather view humanistic theories as positive and optimistic proposals which stress

the tendency of the human personality toward growth and self-actualization. This progressing

self will remain the center of its constantly changing world; a world that will help mold the

self but not necessarily confine it. Rather, the self has opportunity for maturation based on its

encounters with this world. This understanding attempts to reduce the acceptance of hopeless

redundancy. Humanistic therapy typically relies on the client for information of the past and

its effect on the present, therefore the client dictates the type of guidance the therapist may

initiate. This allows for an individualized approach to therapy.Rogers found that patients

differ in how they respond to other people. Rogerstried to model a particular approach to

therapy- he stressed the reflective or empathetic response.

This response type takes the client's viewpoint and reflects back his or her feeling and the

context for it. An example of a reflective response would be, "It seems you are feeling

anxious about your upcoming marriage". This response type seeks to clarify the therapist's

understanding while also encouraging the client to think more deeply and seek to fully

understand the feelings they have expressed.Around the 1990s, neuroscience entered the

domain of personality psychology. Whereas previous efforts for identifying personality

differences relied upon simple, direct, human observation, neuroscience introduced powerful

brain analysis tools like Electroencephalography (EEG), Positron Emission Tomography

(PET), and Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI) to this study. One of the

founders of this area of brain research is Richard Davidson of the University of Wisconsin-

Madison. Davidson's research lab has focused on the role of the prefrontal cortex (PFC) and

amygdala in manifesting human personality. In particular, this research has looked at

hemispheric asymmetry of activity in these regions. Neuropsychological studies have

illustrated how hemispheric asymmetry can affect an individual's personality (particularly in

social settings) for individuals who have NLD (non-verbal learning disorder) which is

marked by the impairment of nonverbal information controlled by the right hemisphere of the

brain. Progress will arise in the areas of gross motor skills, inability to organize visual-spatial
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relations, or adapt to novel social situations. Frequently, a person with NLD is unable to

interpret non-verbal cues, and therefore experiences difficulty interacting with peers in

socially normative ways. An integrative, biopsychosocial approach to personality and

psychopathology, linking brain and environmental factors to specific types of activity is the

hypostatic model of personality, created by Codrin Stefan Tapu.
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